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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview of Drug Discovery

1.1
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Overview of Drug Discovery

Finding new drugs and therapies for a disease, that has effective treatment, is
an extremely challenging task. The process starting from target identification
to drug’s approval takes around 12-15 years and cost billions of euros,[1] with
the success rate of such process being less than 10%.[2] Figure 1.1 illustrates
the stages of the process.

Fig. 1.1 Stages of the drug development process from target discovery to
registration. Graphics adapted from [3]
The first and one of the essential steps in drug development is target
identification and validation. Target is a biological entity (protein, gene or
RNA) that causes a disease. It can be identified using experimental techniques
(biochemical methods, genetic manipulation or phenotypic screening) or
by data-mining of available biological data. The use of bioinformatics in
prioritizing potential targets has improved the process significantly.[4] Next,
the target needs to be validated, to confirm that targeting it will cause a desired
pharmacological effect. Validation can be achieved in various ways starting
from in vitro knockouts to use of whole animal models. The target, except
for playing a vital role in the causation and progression of the disease, should
also be "druggable". This means that it can be bound by a drug molecule, that
influences its function and causes an observable effect.[5, 6]
The next step is hit identification and lead discovery. A "hit" molecule
is a compound with the desired activity against the tested target. Many
experimental techniques exist for screening chemical libraries to find hits, with
most popular being high throughput screening[7] and fragment screening.[8]
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Detected hits are later validated with complementary assays and become a
starting point for the lead discovery phase. At this step, each hit is refined to
produce more potent compounds, suitable for in vivo experiments - leads.
In the lead optimization step, candidate molecules undergo extensive
medicinal chemistry optimization in order to maintain desirable properties
and improve on lacking ones. This step is a series of iterations of chemical synthesis, producing series of analogues with a particular focus on improving pharmacokinetic and ADMET properties (Absorption, Distribution,
Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity), and ends with a clinical candidate.
Successful clinical candidates are taken to clinical trials. There are four
phases of clinical trials. The objective of phase I is to determine the safety
and dosing on healthy volunteers. Phase II includes patients affected by the
disease and is used to study safety, side effects and measure the efficacy of the
drug. In phase III, the effectiveness of the drug is measured on a large group
of affected patients. If the drug proves to be successful, it gets approved and
registered by appropriate organs and enters the market. The last phase VI of
the process monitors long-term side effects after the drug enters the market.

1.2

Structure-Based Drug Discovery

The speed of drug discovery campaign can depend on the amount of available
knowledge about the system. From the libraries of active compounds to 3D
structures of the protein, a new project very often has a solid foundation
in the previous research. If the structure of the target protein is known,
the rational approach is to apply Structure-Based Drug Design (SBDD).
Its goal is to use the structural information about the target and possible
ligands for rational design and optimization of future compounds. The first
protein structures were determined by X-ray crystallography in the 1950s,[9]
creating the base for this approach. Since then, the amount of experimental
data has grown exponentially. The progress has been made mostly due to

1.2 Structure-Based Drug Discovery
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significant technological improvements in X-ray crystallography[10], but
also the development of new techniques, e.g. nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR)[11] and transmission electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM).[12] The
advances in the field allowed determination of structures as complex as
human ribosome [13] or as challenging as membrane proteins, including a
class of therapeutically relevant G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). [14]
Currently, the biggest on-line resource gathering structural information about
biomolecules is Protein Data Bank (PDB).[15] At the date of writing this
thesis, the database contained more than 150.000 entries (Fig.1.2).

Fig. 1.2 Number of structures deposited in PDB per year. Data sourced from
[16]

1.2.1

Molecular Recognition

Molecular recognition refers to a specific pattern of interactions that two
molecules make through non-covalent bonds. In the context of biological
molecules, patterns formed by proteins and ligands are highly repetitive and
understanding how molecules bind gives a predictive power for drug design.
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Currently, PDB contains more than 150.000 structures of proteins, and
around 75% contains a ligand. With such a vast resource at hand, relevant
information on the nature, geometry, and frequency of atomic interactions
was described.[17] This knowledge has been used in lead optimization, improvement of docking scoring function in virtual screening, development of
protein-ligand interaction fingerprints, and help interpret Structure-Activity
Relationship (SAR) data.

Fig. 1.3 Frequency distribution of the most common non-covalent interactions
observed in protein–ligands extracted from the PDB. Graphics sourced from
[17]
The most common interactions in protein-ligand complexes are hydrophobic contacts (Fig.1.3), formed by carbon and carbon, halogen or sulfur atom.
The contacts between an aliphatic carbon in the receptor and an aromatic
carbon in the ligand are the most abundant. [17] This type of interaction is
the main contributor of drug-receptor binding. The energetic gain of burying
solvent-exposed methyl group into a hydrophobic cavity is about 0.7 kcal
mol−1 or a 3.2-fold increase in binding constant per methyl group.[18]

1.2 Structure-Based Drug Discovery
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The second most common interaction are hydrogen bonds, formed between two electronegative atoms (e.g. nitrogen and oxygen) that share hydrogen. Due to their sharp distance and angular dependencies, hydrogen bonds
are providing defined geometry in biological complexes [19, 20] and are contributing to the specificity of molecular recognition.[21] Their contribution
to binding free energy can vary between -1.5 to -4.7 kcal mol−1 , depending
on the molecular context. [18] Usually, a hydrogen bond that is buried in the
binding pocket contributes more to the binding free energy, than a similar
bond that is solvent-exposed.[22] Forming a new hydrogen bond can also be
unfavourable if the desolvation cost is higher than the energetic gain from the
new interaction.[23]
Due to the desolvation effect, the transitional penalty of breaking hydrogen
bond can be much higher than 5 kcal mol−1 .[24] The previous research
conducted in the group has shown the existence of water-shielded hydrogen
bonds, for which the cost of breaking the interaction is particularly high.[25]
In effect, these bonds are acting as kinetic traps.
Other, less frequent interactions include:
• π-stacking - An interaction formed between aromatic rings that can be
considered as a subclass of hydrophobic interactions.[26]
• Weak hydrogen bonds - Hydrogen bonds, where a carbon atom is
playing the role of hydrogen bond donor. Their contribution to binding energy is minor.[27] However, they take part in protein folding
stabilization,[28] enzyme catalysis[29] and in the stabilization of proteinligand complexes.[30, 31]
• Salt bridges - Contacts formed between a positively charged and negatively charged atoms. Similar to hydrogen bonds, their contribution in
binding is highly dependent on the context. In most of the cases, energetic gains are minimal, due to the substantial penalty of desolvating
charged groups.[32, 33]
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• Amide-π stacking - A bond occurring between an amide group and an
aromatic ring.
• Cation-π stacking - An interaction formed by an aromatic ring and a
positively charged nitrogen atom. It is known to determine the structure
and function of a protein.[34]
• Halogen bonds - A bond occurring between the σ -hole of a halogen atom and a nucleophile. It is not very frequent in protein-ligand
complexes. However, it is widely used by medicinal chemists to increase the affinity, the membrane permeability and metabolic stability
of compounds.[17]
• Water bridges - A particular type of hydrogen bonds, where a network
of structurally stable water molecules mediates the interaction between
ligand and protein.
• The last type of interaction are bonds with metals.

Figure 1.4 depicts some of the interactions discussed above.
Molecular recognition is more complicated than just a sum of interactions
between protein and ligand. The interactions described above contribute to
binding free energy (∆G) through enthalpy of binding (∆H), defined as the
changes in energy resulting from the formations of non-covalent interactions
at the binding interface.[37] This contribution should also include the effect
of the solvent and distortion of interactions made in an unbound state. The
second component to binding free energy is entropy (∆S) that measures the
distribution of heat energy over the thermodynamic system (Equation 1.1).
∆G = ∆H − T ∆S

(1.1)

The entropy of binding can be divided into the following terms (Equation
1.2). ∆Ssolv is the change of the entropy of solvent, associated mainly with the

1.2 Structure-Based Drug Discovery
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Fig. 1.4 Types of non-covalent interactions in protein-ligand complexes.
Graphics created using [35, 36]
release of solvent molecules upon binding, usually contributing favourably to
the binding. ∆Scon f is the change in conformational entropy that correspond
to change in conformational freedom of the protein and the ligand, and it can
make a favourable or unfavourable contribution depending on the molecular
context.[38, 39] ∆Sr/t is the loss of rotational and translational degrees of
freedom upon binding and always contributes unfavourably to the binding.
This penalty has to be overcome through either solvent entropy gain (∆Ssolv )
or large favourable enthalpic gain (molecular interactions).[40]
∆S = ∆Ssolv + ∆Scon f + ∆Sr/t

(1.2)

The binding, like all chemical processes, is driven by decreases of the
binding free energy (∆G), so its main contributors ∆H and ∆S will play a
significant role. For example, a complex that forms multiple favourable noncovalent interactions will have a large negative enthalpy change associated
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with binding. However, the restriction of mobility of both protein and ligand will cause a negative entropy change, resulting in a medium-magnitude
change in ∆G.[41] On the other hand, an entropy gain is usually associated
with an enthalpic penalty because of the energy required for disrupting noncovalent interactions. This delicate balance between these two values is
called the enthalpy–entropy compensation. This physical phenomenon has
been shown in both experimental[42–44] and theoretical studies.[45, 46] The
compensation is influenced by the properties of the solvent, the structure
and flexibility of both the ligand and the binding pocket, and changes of
forces during binding. [41, 45, 47–50] The effect of enthalpy and entropy
is important for rational drug design. The optimization campaigns aim to
maximize favourable contributions and minimize penalties.

1.2.2

Structural Stability

In structure-based drug design, binding free energy (∆G) is the parameter that
characterizes binding. Much effort has been made to predict ∆G, in order
to guide drug design. Some methods (e.g. docking) approximate the value
with a scoring function. However, they often struggle with protein and ligand
flexibility and solvation effects, making them imperfect and their performance
disappointing [51]. Other methods, like free energy perturbations, perform
an extensive simulation with the alchemical transformation of the ligand.
They, on the other hand, rely on preexisting data and can be computationally
expensive [52].
Blind focus on a single value can be quite dangerous. In SBDD, we are
not only interested in the affinity of the compound but also in the way it binds
to the target. The structural information is essential to guide the development
of a drug candidate. In principle the true binding mode should correspond
to the global minimum of binding free energy, making it a useful guideline.
However, in practice, a low value of affinity does not mean that the ligand
will form a stable binding mode with a protein.

1.2 Structure-Based Drug Discovery
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In their recent work, Borgia et al. presented a great example, where a
protein-protein complex with picomolar affinity lacks structure.[53] Some
efforts have been made to draw attention to from thermodynamics to kinetics,
trying to predict ko f f or residence time [54]. However, the results of some
project are criticized as "incomplete and misleading" and the use of residence
time as a way to drive a drug discovery program is described as "sub-optimal"
[55].
We have postulated that binding can be characterized by structural stability
(or structural robustness), which is the ability to form a precise and stable
binding mode. This can be translated into active ligands presenting a deep and
narrow free energy minimum in the bound state (Fig.1.5). Structural stability
can be quantified by introducing small perturbation, usually a displacement of
a ligand from its position of equilibrium to a nearby quasi-bound (QB) state
where a preselected interaction has just been broken and measuring the energy
necessary to perform this action.[56] It is essential to highlight the difference
between binding free energy and structural stability. ∆G is simply a difference
in energy between bound and unbound state. Structural stability, on the other
hand, characterized the steepness of a local minimum. It is quite interesting
that the property that is not related to ∆G, based on the quasi-bound state that
is thermodynamically irrelevant, works so well in virtual screening.[56]
Structural stability originates from sharp energy barriers that keep atoms
in the minimum of energy. The barriers that determine binding kinetics can
be caused by intramolecular (i.e., conformational rearrangement), bimolecular (e.g., repulsive transitional configurations) or many-body effects (e.g.,
desolvation).[58] Hydrogen bonds are perfect candidates to provide structural
stability for many reasons. They have very strict distance and angular dependencies [59] and are one of the most frequent interactions in protein-ligand
complexes (see section 1.2.1). Due to the desolvation effect, the transitional
penalty of breaking hydrogen bond can be quite substantial [24], which is the
case for water-shielded HBs, that act as kinetic traps.[25]
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Fig. 1.5 Graphical representation of the quasi-bound state (green lines and
circle) in relation to bound and unbound states. Graphics sourced from [57].
Even though structural stability has been proved as a useful property, the
real meaning and extent of applicability remain unknown. This thesis will try
to expand the concept.

1.3

Computer-Aided Drug Discovery

Computers have been used to accelerate drug discovery for decades. From
data acquisition to its analysis, computations find new applications every
year. A complete overview of computational methods in drug discovery is
a material for a book, so here we will only focus on the methods relevant
for the work presented, mainly molecular docking and molecular dynamics.
Both of them can be used to rationalize experimental results, but their primary
purpose is to make valid predictions about future experiments and reduce the
cost of research.

1.3 Computer-Aided Drug Discovery

1.3.1

13

Molecular Docking

Molecular docking is particularly well-known and widely applied due to
its high speed and efficiency.[60, 61] It aims to accurately predict ligands
conformation and orientation in the binding pocket - a so-called binding
mode.[62] A scoring function that aims to approximate the affinity with the
target protein through the evaluation of molecular interactions assesses the
fit.[61] However, the forces that drive molecular recognition are not easy to
understand and even more difficult to simulate by computer.
Many protein-ligand docking programs have been developed and applied
in drug discovery projects, including Glide,[63, 64] ICM,[65] rDock,[66]
DOCK,[62] GOLD,[67, 68] FlexX[69] and Auto-dock[70]. Most of them
work similarly in a multi-step process. The first step is the generation of
small molecule’s conformation and orientation in the binding pocket, and the
second step is evaluation of that pose by a scoring function.

Fig. 1.6 Ligand docked to its binding pocket. Red mesh represents a cavity.
Graphics adapted from [71].
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The first task, pose generation, can be challenging because even small
molecules can have many degrees of freedom that need to be sampled accurately and fast enough to process thousands or millions of compounds.
Different programs use different search algorithms that fall into two categories: systematic and stochastic. Systematic approaches aim to sample all
degrees of freedom in the molecule. For a molecule with N rotatable bonds,
the number of possible conformations Ncon f is given by equation 1.3 (where
θi is the size of incremental rotational angle for bond i). Having that in
mind, we can see that for bigger molecules, the number of conformations can
easily "explode" to non-feasible number. To address that problem ligands are
usually incrementally grown into the binding pockets, which can be achieved
by defining rigid fragment of the molecule (core), and placing it in the active
side. Then the program adds remaining parts of the molecule in a step-wise
process, simultaneously exploring possible conformational space of each
bond.[72, 69, 73] Other systematic approaches use libraries of pregenerated
possible conformations and then performs rigid-body docking.[74] Stochastic
algorithms, on the other hand, are making random changes that are later
evaluated by a predefined probability function. Popular implementations include Monte Carlo search[75, 76], genetic algorithms[77, 68] and tabu search
algorithm.[78, 79]
N

360
i=1 θi

Ncon f = ∏

(1.3)

In the second step of docking, a scoring function evaluates generated
poses. All scoring functions aim to approximate binding free energy with a
simplified calculation and can be divided into three classes: force field-based,
empirical and knowledge-based. Force field based functions quantify the
energy of ligand-receptor interactions and ligand’s internal energy. Such
scoring functions are based on force field parameters, e.g. AutoDock[70] is
based in AMBER force field.[80] More about force fields will be discussed
in the section Molecular Dynamics. The main disadvantage of this approach
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is that by evaluating interactions in a static image of a complex, we neglect
solvation and entropy.
Empirical scoring functions are usually a sum of several parametrized
functions that aim to reproduce experimental data, e.g. binding energies.[81]
As exemplified with rDock’s scoring function (equations 1.4-1.8),[66] many
component functions are representing functional terms, e.g. Van der Waals,
polar, repulsive, aromatic, solvation and other. The weights of each component are obtained from regression analysis or using modern machine learning
approaches.[82, 83] The main advantage is their simplicity and speed, making
them ideal for high throughput applications. Additionally, they have terms accounting for non-enthalpic contributions - entropy[84] and solvation.[85, 86]
However, the performance of empirical scoring functions is highly dependent on data that was used for training. Therefore, they may not be fully
representative of chemical matter.
Stotal = Sinter + Sintra + Ssite + Srestraint

(1.4)

inter inter
inter inter
inter inter
inter inter
Sinter = Wvdw
Svdw +Wpolar
S polar +Wrepul
Srepul +Warom
Sarom +

+Wsolv Ssolv +Wrot Nrot +Wconst (1.5)
intra intra
intra intra
intra intra
intra
intra
Sintra = Wvdw
Svdw +Wpolar
S polar +Wrepul
Srepul +Wdihedral
Sdihedral
(1.6)
site
site
site site
site site
site site
Sdihedral
S polar +Wrepul
Srepul +Wdihedral
Ssite = Wvdw
Svdw +Wpolar

(1.7)

Stotal = Wcavity Scavity +Wtether Stether +Wnmr Snmr +Wph4 S ph4

(1.8)

Knowledge-based scoring functions are designed to reproduce experimental structures (unlike empirical scoring functions that aim to reproduce
binding free energies). They are constructed from atomistic pair potentials
that reflect statistics of interactions across experimental structures.[87] Similarly to empirical scoring functions, their advantage is speed and simplicity,
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but they fail to evaluate interactions that are underrepresented in limited sets
of protein-ligand complex structures.
Following the logic of "wisdom of the crowd", another category of scoring
functions exists - consensus scoring. They combine different scoring strategies
to balance errors made by each one of them.[88] An example of such scoring
function is X-CSCORE that uses GOLD-like, ChemScore, DOCK-like, FlexX
and PMF scoring functions.[89] However, given that most of the scoring
functions have similar constructions and were trained on similar data, the
errors might amplify instead of balance, reducing the popularity of consensus
scoring.
Depending on the task, different combinations of the methods presented
above are applied. For virtual screening, where the objective is to process
millions of compounds, a less accurate sampling algorithm with a simple
scoring function can be applied. On the other side of the spectrum, for
binding mode prediction, sampling algorithms should account for protein
flexibility, and generated poses are evaluated with a full atomistic molecular
dynamics.[90]

1.3.2

Molecular Dynamics

Molecular docking usually works with static images of proteins and small
molecules. With molecular dynamics simulations, we can put those images
into motion and get a more realistic view of biological systems. Ever since
the first implementation of this method in 1977 by the Karplus group,[91]
many simulation programs have been developed, with most popular being
CHARMM,[92] AMBER,[93] GROMACS[94] and OpenMM.[95] They all
study interaction and motion of atoms based on Newton’s laws of motion.
The time-dependent behaviour of the simulated system can be obtained by
iterative solving of Newton’s second law over small time steps (equation 1.9).
fi (t) = mi ai (t) = −

∂V (x(t))
∂ x(t)

(1.9)
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where fi (t) is the force acting on atom i, mi is its mass and ai (t) is acceleration. x(t) is the configuration of the system at given time t represented in 3N
dimensional space, with N being the number of atoms in the system. Finally,
V (x(t)) is the potential energy function, usually called a Force Field,[96]
and it consists of terms describing both bonded and non-bonded interactions
(Equation 1.10).

V=

bonds k
l,i

∑
i

2

angles

(li − li0 )2 +

∑

i
dihedrals M

+

∑
i

+

{∑
k
pairs

∑
i, j

kα,i
(αi − αi0 )2 +
2

Vik
[1 + cos(nik θik − θik0 )]}+
2

εi j [(

ri0j
ri j

1

) 2 − 2(

ri0j
ri j

pairs

)6 ] +

∑
i, j

qi q j
(1.10)
4πε0 εrri j

where each term represents a different type of interactions. The first
three describe bonded interactions: stretching of bonds, bending of angles
and torsions. The two following non-bonded terms describe: first - Van
der Waals interaction, usually represented as Lenard-Jones potential, and
second - electrostatic (Coulomb) interactions (Fig.1.7). Modern force fields,
e.g. AMBER,[97] CHARMM[98] and OPLS,[99] are well parametrized
for proteins and are widely applied in molecular simulations. However,
small molecules are much more chemically diverse than proteins, and their
parametres in general force fields for organic compounds (GAFF[100] or
CGenFF[101]) often fail to describe the molecules accurately. Specific parameters can be supplied by parametrization toolkits, e.g. Antechamber[102]
or Parmfit[103]. However, it tends to be very laborious and not feasible for
large sets of molecules.
There are many flavours of molecular dynamics. Each method designed
to address the issues in drug discovery or to improve classical molecular dynamics. The modifications are meant to accelerate the simulations
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Fig. 1.7 Terms representing different interactions featured in force fields.
(metadynamics[104], coarse-graining approaches [105]), increase the sampling of underrepresented regions of energetic landscape (umbrella sampling[106],
replica exchange[107]), bias the system to evolve in the desired direction
(steered MD,[108, 109] dynamic docking[110]), or extract physical properties
of the system (FEP,[111, 112] MDmix[113]).
Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) deserves additional attention because
its variation has been used as the main method in this thesis. In SMD, an
additional time-depended harmonic potential is applied to a small molecule to
accelerate its binding or unbinding (Fig.1.8). The potential acts like a spring
pulling the ligand by the centre of mass or individual atoms on the predefined
pathway, a so-called collective variable (CV). The CV can be as simple as
increasing the distance between protein and ligand. In practice, however,
picking the right CV is a challenging task, especially when the method is
used in high throughput on a variety of ligands. Well defined potential allows
researchers to calculate the force and the work performed on the system.
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Therefore, it characterizes unbinding both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The "Jarzynski equality" defines the relationship between irreversible and
reversible work,[114] and allows to obtain free energy of the process through
a series of pulling simulations.

Fig. 1.8 Simplified visual representation of steered molecular dynamics.

1.3.3

Dynamic Undocking

Traditional implementations of molecular docking and molecular dynamic
provide a good insight into binding thermodynamics and kinetics. However,
they do not address the structural stability of the complex, in the form that is
defined in section 1.2.2. In 2017, our research group published an MD-based
method to assess structural stability, called Dynamic Undocking (DUck).[115]
The method is a type of steered molecular dynamics, where an external
potential is applied to rupture a predefined hydrogen bond between the protein
and the ligand. Breaking a hydrogen bond does not require a long simulation,
so the collective variable is defined to increase the distance between ligand’s
hydrogen bond donor or acceptor and complementary atom in the protein.
During the simulation a force is recorded, and as a result, work against
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distance profile is obtained (Fig.1.9b). The state where the work reaches the
maximum we define as a quasi-bound state. The work necessary to reach that
state (WQB ) is an effective factor quantifying structural stability. The steering
is run many times in different conditions (two temperatures and different
starting points), to increase sampling and explore ligand’s flexibility in the
binding pocket. Then the lowest individual WQB value is selected as a total
stability score. The number of performed SMDs differs depending on the
objective of the simulation, from 1-4 runs for virtual screening application to
50-100 whenever we want to get more structural insight about the complex.

Fig. 1.9 a) An example of a reduced simulation system. b) Work profiles
obtained from DUck simulations for a strong (black) and a weak (grey) ligand.
Graphics adapted from [115].
There are some simplifications introduced in the method. The protein is
reduced only to residues necessary to preserve a local environment of the
bond, a so-called chunk (Fig.1.9a). Because of that, additional restraints are
applied to all heavy atoms of the chunk to prevent it from falling apart during
the simulation. The reduction of the simulation system makes the method
much faster than conventional unbinding simulation and allow its application
in virtual screening.

1.3 Computer-Aided Drug Discovery
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Fig. 1.10 a) Distribution of WQB values of CDK2 ligands. Strong binders are
shown in dark grey, weak - light grey and non-binding decoys in black. b)
ROC curves for the CDK2 (black), AA2AR (red) and trypsin (green) sets
from the directory of useful decoys. Graphics adapted from [115].
The method has been successful at distinguishing actives and form a set
of carefully selected decoys for cyclin-dependent kinase 2.[116] The authors
observed meaningful differences in the distribution of WQB values for decoys,
weak binders (IC50 > 1 µM) and strong binders (IC50 < 1 µM) (Fig.1.10a).
The experiment was extended to other targets: adenosine A2A receptor (G
protein-coupled receptor) and trypsin (serine protease)(Fig.1.10b). The researchers showed that WQB values do not correlate with results obtained with
other popular virtual screening techniques: Glide docking, molecular mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) and generalized Born
surface area (MMGBSA) rescoring. It showedcthat DUck is not designed to
compete with existing methods, but rather complement them. Such strategy
was applied in the D3R Grand Challenge 2015, where DUck along with
rDock predicted affinity raking of ligands for two interesting targets Hsp90
and MAP4K4.[117] Finally, DUck was prospectively validated as a postdocking filter in virtual screening of fragment database against molecular
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chaperone heat shock protein 90 kDa (Hsp90). The hit rate of the screening
yielded 38% in comparison to standard 4.4% usually achieved for fragment
screening library against this target,[118] and proved its undeniable usefulness
in drug discovery.

1.4

Final Remarks

This thesis picks up the work at the end of the last section with an attempt
to expand the concept of structural stability. The method has been validated
in many ways and carries a useful signal. However, there a few limitations
the narrow the extent of its applicability. First of them is a high dependency
on the knowledge about the system. The researcher needs to know precisely
which hydrogen bond is worth simulating. Very often, the key bond is the
most conserved interaction. However, not for all targets we have substantial
structural data. Moreover, the researcher needs to select the residues of the
protein that are necessary to preserve the local environment of the bond and
that will not form a steric clash during the unbinding.
This far, DUck has only been used on four popular systems in virtual
screening scenario. There are a few questions we can ask ourselves. How
general is structural stability across biologically relevant complexes? How
big can be a transitional penalty of breaking a single hydrogen bond and
the whole network? How bonds influence each other and affect structural
stability? Can structural stability be applied in other areas of drug discovery?
These questions and even will be addressed in the following thesis.
It is essential to highlight that this work tries to diverge from a traditional
focus on binding free energy (∆G) and offers a more exotic view on macromolecular complexes. It is fascinating that structural stability carries a signal,
even though it does not have any physical meaning and quasi bound state is
thermodynamically irrelevant. The method is not meant to replace or even
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compete with widely applied molecular docking. It merely offers another tool
to get a more complete view of molecular recognition.

Chapter 2
Objectives
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The relevance of structural stability in drug design has been shown by
the use of DUck in virtual screening campaign, as reported previously.[115]
The method provides a fast and easy way to assess hydrogen bond-based
structural stability of a complex. However, the cause and consequences of
structural stability in molecular recognition remain unknown. DUck still has
some limitations and requires previous knowledge about the system to be
applied successfully.

General objective
The general objective of this work is to deepen the knowledge of the role
and origin of structural stability in molecular recognition and extend its
applicability in drug design. We wanted to test DUck on a large and diverse
set of protein-ligand complexes and apply it in a more general scenario
without detailed knowledge about the simulated system.

Detailed objectives
The specific objectives were the following:
1. Investigate the role of structural stability in biomolecular complexes:
• Perform a large-scale assessment of hydrogen bond based structural stability on a set of highly trustworthy structures of proteinligand and protein-fragment complexes.
• Compare the binding patterns for different classes of proteins
• Investigate how robust hydrogen bonds are organised in complex’s
structure.
• Draw useful conclusions for drug design.
• Explain the cause of structural stability.
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2. Extend the applicability domain of Dynamic Undocking:
• Combine docking with rDock and post-docking evaluation of
poses with DUck into binding mode prediction protocol.
• Test the protocol on the set of complexes of proteins with drug-like
molecules and fragments.
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This chapter includes two papers that we have published as a result of the
PhD project.
In the first paper, entitled "An investigation of structural stability in
protein-ligand complexes reveals the balance between order and disorder", we
analyse structural stability of a set of diverse complexes. The work introduces
a new perspective into the understanding of molecular recognition.
In the second paper, entitled "Structural Stability Predicts the Binding
Mode of Protein-Ligand Complexes", we test structural stability in a binding
mode prediction protocol. Post-docking reevaluation of poses with DUck
improves prediction of fragments and matches the performance of docking
software for drug-like molecules.
In the appendix we included a book chapter entitled "Dynamic Undocking: A Novel Method for Structure-Based Drug Discovery" that describes
previously published tool - Dynamic Undocking. There we focus in detail
on practical aspects of DUck, starting from system preparation and ending
with simulation analysis. Additionally, the chapter includes "Notes" section
where we share useful tips for beginners that originate from our experience
with DUck. The chapter does not contain any new results and is placed there
to complement the introduction.

3.1 An investigation of structural stability in protein-ligand complexes
reveals the balance between order and disorder

3.1
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The predominant view in structure-based drug design is that small-molecule ligands, once
bound to their target structures, display a well-deﬁned binding mode. However, structural
stability (robustness) is not necessary for thermodynamic stability (binding afﬁnity). In fact, it
entails an entropic penalty that counters complex formation. Surprisingly, little is known
about the causes, consequences and real degree of robustness of protein-ligand complexes.
Since hydrogen bonds have been described as essential for structural stability, here we
investigate 469 such interactions across two diverse structure sets, comprising of 79 druglike and 27 fragment ligands, respectively. Completely constricted protein-ligand complexes
are rare and may fulﬁll a functional role. Most complexes balance order and disorder by
combining a single anchoring point with looser regions. 25% do not contain any robust
hydrogen bond and may form loose structures. Structural stability analysis reveals a hidden
layer of complexity in protein-ligand complexes that should be considered in ligand design.
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B

iomolecular systems present a large number of degrees of
freedom and must ﬁnd a suitable balance between order
and disorder. In the particular case of non-covalent complexes, they can exist in a continuum spectrum of possibilities,
ranging from the lock-and-key model to extreme disorder1,2.
While the importance of target ﬂexibility is well-appreciated in
drug discovery3, the ﬂexibility of small-molecule ligands in their
bound state has attracted much less attention. Detailed analyses
reveal that ligands often retain residual mobility4–6. However,
changes in binding mode are more the exception than the
norm7,8 and ligand design based on rigid crystallographic geometries has been remarkably successful9. Explicit consideration of
multiple binding modes is acknowledged as important for computational studies10, but invariably leads to more complex
formalisms11,12. Perhaps for these reasons, little is known about
the molecular mechanisms that control structural stability, to
what extent do ligands preserve ﬂexibility or what are the energetic and functional consequences of rigidity.
It is important to note that structural stability (robustness) is
fundamentally different from thermodynamic stability (i.e.,
binding free energy; ΔGbind). This is eloquently exempliﬁed in the
recent work by Borgia et al., where a protein-protein complex
with picomolar afﬁnity is shown to lack structure2. While ΔGbind
has been the center of attention of scientiﬁc research for decades,
little attention has been paid to the factors that determine if a
complex will be tight or loose. The source of structural robustness
must be sought on sharp (and possibly transitory) energetic
barriers that keep the atoms in their positions of equilibrium.
Such hypothetical barriers, like the ones that determine binding
kinetics, could have their origin in intramolecular (i.e., conformational rearrangement), bimolecular (e.g., repulsive transitional conﬁgurations) or many-body effects (e.g., desolvation)13.
But they will only provide structural stability if the barriers are
steep and located very close to the position of minimum energy.
In that respect, hydrogen bonds (HBs) are ideal candidates
because they have strict distance and angular dependencies14 and
are one of the most frequent interaction types in protein-ligand
complexes15. The contribution of HBs to ΔGbind has been largely
debated in the literature16–20. The current consensus is that it is
highly variable and context dependent, but their contribution to
thermodynamic stability is 1.8 kcal mol−1 at the most17. However, due to desolvation, the transitional penalty of breaking a HB
can be much larger21. Indeed, we have shown that this is the case
for water-shielded HBs, which can even act as kinetic traps22.
More recently, we have also shown that formation of structurally
robust intermolecular HBs at speciﬁc positions is a necessary
condition for binding, and have developed a method to assess the
robustness of individual HBs that is very effective in virtual
screening applications23.
Here, we perform a systematic investigation of the possible role
of HBs as structural anchors of protein-ligand complexes. We
ﬁnd that most complexes combine a robust anchoring point with
more labile interactions, but cases of completely constricted and
very loose complexes also exist. Our ﬁndings not only conﬁrm a
general role of HBs as source of structural stability, but also offer
a new perspective to understand and design ligand-receptor
complexes.
Results
Robust hydrogen bonds are common in protein-ligand complexes. Using Dynamic Undocking (DUck), an MD-based computational procedure23, we have assessed the robustness of every
HB in a set of 79 drug-like protein-ligand complexes from the
Iridium Data Set24. Detailed information about the data set and
the selection criteria is presented in Supplementary Methods and
2

Supplementary Table 1. Each HB was pulled to a distance of 5 Å,
according to the DUck protocol reported previously23,25. In this
way, we obtain a work value (WQB) that reﬂects the cost of
breaking each HB. In other words, the WQB value indicates if the
interaction under investigation gives rise to a narrow (local)
minimum in the free-energy landscape, and estimates its depth.
Based on our previous research, we deﬁne HBs as robust (i.e.,
capable of providing structural stability) if WQB > 6 kcal mol−1,
labile if WQB < 4 kcal mol−1 and medium otherwise.
The distribution of work values for the entire set of 345 HBs
ranges from 0 to 26 kcal mol−1, with a of maximum probability in
the 0–6 kcal mol−1 region and a gradual decrease thereafter
(Fig. 1a). Noteworthy, more than half HBs (57.4%) are robust. In
order to provide a critical assessment of these results, we have
sought correlation with experimental observables and have also
considered if WQB values might be dominated by the interaction
energies. Larger WQB values imply a narrower minimum and,
thus, restricted mobility, which should translate into a more
localized electron density, that is, lower crystallographic B-factors.
As B-factors are heavily inﬂuenced by the reﬁnement methods
used and their absolute values can be meaningless26,27, we have
normalized the B-factor of the ligand atom that makes the
hydrogen bond relative to the average B-factor of the whole
ligand. Encouragingly, atoms forming HBs with larger WQB
values tend to have lower relative B-factors (Supplementary
Fig. 4). A second aspect to consider is whether DUck calculations
merely reﬂects short-range protein-ligand interaction, or—as
intended—it captures a global effect that considers enthalpic and
entropic contributions from both the solute and the solvent. Lack
of correlation between interaction energies and WQB conﬁrms
that the latter is true (Supplementary Fig. 5). Of particular interest
is to assess the effect of charge reinforcement on HBs, as the
energetic, entropic and solvation terms of neutral hydrogen bonds
and salt bridges are drastically different28. We have classiﬁed all
HBs into neutral, mixed (ionic-neutral) and salt bridges (Fig. 2,
Supplementary Data 2). We ﬁnd that salt bridges are only very
slightly skewed towards more robust interactions than neutral
HBs. The distributions were compared with two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test, yielding p-value of 0.08.
Mixed types are completely indistinguishable from neutral ones
(p-value = 0.42). Unexpectedly, the maximal values are equal
across all three categories. Theoretically, ionic species could
provide even larger energetic barriers because their desolvation
costs are much larger. We speculate that there may be no
biological use for them, as the maximal WQB values observed here
already ensure very robust and long-lived structures.
The distribution of robust HBs is rather inhomogeneous across
complexes, as they have 2.5 on average, but a quarter of the
complexes have none (Fig. 1b). Considering that structural
stability is not a requisite for tight binding and that HBs may not
the only mechanism capable of providing structural stability, it is
striking that 75% of the complexes in this set are anchored
through HBs. A further 14% of complexes present medium values
and only in 9 cases (11%) all their HBs are labile (Supplementary
Fig. 6). Two of those cases are very low afﬁnity complexes. In the
remaining cases, structural stability might be provided by other
mechanisms or may be lacking (see examples in Supplementary
Fig. 6). It is important to note that the level of structural stability
reported here may be overestimated due to the composition of the
data set, entirely derived from X-ray crystallography, a technique
that relies on order to solve structures.
Splitting this analysis by the type of binding site (Fig. 1c–j,
Supplementary Table 2) provides strong indication that the
behavior is dictated by the nature of the receptor. The proportion
of robust complexes increases to 82% in the case of enzyme active
sites, which speaks about the need of keeping the substrate in
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place for efﬁcient catalysis. Nuclear receptors form fewer HBs
with their ligands, but most of them (78%) are robust and all
ligands (100%) are well anchored. In this case, forming a rigid
structure may be necessary to stabilize the AF2 co-regulatory
protein binding surface in an optimal conformation for coactivator binding29. Carbohydrate binding sites, on the other
hand, form many more HBs with their ligands, but a lower
proportion of robust ones (46%). Finally, in the case of allosteric
ligands, only 40% of complexes are robust, suggesting that these
sites tend to yield looser complexes. As demonstrated in the case
of HIV reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Fig. 3c), lack of robust
HBs does not preclude tight binding. In fact, a multiplicity of
binding modes might be beneﬁcial to preserve binding afﬁnity
when the target is mutated, thus averting resistance30,31. While
the distribution of HB strength between the four types of binding
sites that we have deﬁned is quite different (see Supplementary
Tables 4 and 5 for statistical tests), individual cases can deviate
from the norm (e.g., the allosteric ligand 1YV3 is extremely
robust) and more examples will be needed to reach ﬁrm
conclusion about site-dependence.
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Strong hydrogen bonds form fragment-sized structural
anchors. To understand whether robust HBs originated from a
single or multiple areas on a ligand, all HBs in each complex were
clustered, based on their distance in space, into fragment-sized
group of atoms (Supplementary Fig. 1). In the majority of complexes (62%) robust HBs were located in a single group, forming a
strong structural anchor (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 6). The
concentration of robust interactions on a single site, allowing a
some degree of movement to the other parts, minimizes the
entropic costs and can be desirable from a binding afﬁnity perspective6. Only 23% of ligands form two structural anchors on
separate regions, though this is more common in the case of
carbohydrate-binding proteins (Supplementary Table 7). Three
exceptional ligands manage to form 3 distinct stable anchors.
Interestingly, they have completely unrelated functions, chemical
structures and physical properties but—at least in two of those
cases—there is a possible functional explanation for the extreme
robustness (Fig. 5).
The distribution of WQB per number of HBs in a local group
(Fig. 4f) is suggestive of cooperative behavior. HBs in isolation
usually do not form robust interactions (mean and median values:
(4.7 ± 4.1) and 3.7 kcal mol−1, respectively), although in exceptional cases they can reach values above 10 kcal mol−1. By
contrast, when three or more HBs cluster together, formation of
robust complexes is the most common outcome (mean and
median values: (9.4 ± 5.8) and 9.0 kcal mol−1, respectively). The
HBs within these clusters present relatively similar WQB values
(Supplementary Fig. 7), suggesting that they often behave in a
concerted-like manner. This synergic and mutually dependent
behavior not only ensures higher barriers to dissociation, but is
also well-suited to provide selectivity, as small changes in the
composition or geometry of one of the partners may result in
large changes in magnitude of WQB (see example in Supplementary Fig. 8).

WQB [kcal/mole]

Fig. 1 Frequency of robust HBs in protein-ligand complexes. Histograms of
frequency of HBs by WQB value for: a all simulated HBs (345), c HBs in
enzyme active sites (253), e HBs in the ligand binding site of nuclear
receptors (27), g HBs in carbohydrate binding sites (95), i HBs in allosteric
sites (25). Pie charts showing share of complexes with at least one robust
HB (WQB > 6 kcal mol−1, pink), all labile HBs (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1, green)
or intermediate situations (red) for: b all simulated complexes (79),
d enzymes (56), f nuclear receptors (7), h carbohydrate binding site (14),
j allosteric sites (8)

Protein-fragment complexes are more static than proteinligand complexes. The observation that most drug-like ligands
combine tightly bound regions with looser ones makes us wonder
about fragment-sized ligands. Do they balance order and disorder
in some other way (e.g., using fewer attachment points)? Or,
perhaps, depending on the site they bind to, they are either
dynamic or fully constrained? In order to answer these questions,
we have extended our analysis with a set of 27 fragment-protein
complexes (126 individual HBs) from the SERAPhiC dataset32.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of robustness of HBs by bond’s charge. Histograms presenting distribution of WQB values in the set of HBs from Iridium DS, divided into
salt bridges, neutral and mixed (ion-neutral) interactions

a

b
1F0S

c
2MCP

1JLA

Fig. 3 Structures of protein-ligand complexes that form potentially labile structures. Weak hydrogen bonds (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1) marked in green.
a Complex of FXa with inhibitor RPR208707 (PDB id 1F0S; Ki = 18 nM) forms two direct, but labile, HBs with the protein. An additional water-mediated HB
with the catalytic residues (yellow dotted lines) might provide structural stability. b An antibody that recognizes phosphocholine (PDB id 2MCP) forms two
charge-reinforced but labile HBs. A cation-pi interaction (yellow dotted lines) might provide structural stability. c Reverse transcriptase inhibitor (PDB id
1JLA; IC50 = 6 nM) forms a single but labile HB with the protein. No other source of structural stability is apparent

Strikingly, we ﬁnd that fragments have an almost identical
behavior to standard ligands, with 49% of robust HBs (2.3 per
ligand) and 73% of ligands presenting at least one robust interaction. The distribution and maximal WQB values are also very
similar (Fig. 6). This indicates that, proportionally, fragments are
more static than standard ligands. This agrees with the observations that fragments have a more enthalpic binding33 and that
they have a higher proportion of buried HBs34. It also justiﬁes
that, in spite of their low binding afﬁnity, most fragments already
have a well-deﬁned binding mode that serves as a foundation
from which to spread and catch additional interactions. However,
not all fragments form robust interactions and we propose that
these are less suitable as starting points because their binding
mode can change, confounding structure-activity interpretation
and rendering optimization more difﬁcult. Indeed, fragments are
known to change their binding mode when evolved into larger
molecules7,35–39. These may be attempts at building on what is
assumed to be a solid foundation but turns out to be unstable
ground, a possibility that we shall investigate in the future. It
should also be noted that the fraction of well-anchored fragments
may be different for fragments hits that fail to crystallize. The
overlap between X-ray crystallography and other biophysical
screening methods can be rather low40 and progressing fragments
that fail to crystallize is deemed difﬁcult but worthwhile41.
Structural stability is a consequence of binding free energy and
desolvation. Finally, we want to consider what is the origin of the
free energy barrier that causes structural stability. Knowing that a
HB has a large WQB value can be likened to knowing the koff of a
4

compound without knowing the kon nor ΔGbind: larger values may
indicate that it has a higher transition state (if ΔGbind remains the
same; Fig. 7a), that the complex is thermodynamically more
stable (if kon remains the same; Fig.7b), or a combination thereof.
In this data set, we ﬁnd that anchoring sites often correspond to
binding hot spots. This is indeed the case for all kinases and
proteases, which have a well-known binding hot spot (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Fig. 1), as well as for most
fragments. In such cases, ΔGbind must be a component of WQB,
but there is no correlation between both magnitudes (Supplementary Fig. 9), as already noted23. Thus, we conclude that WQB
must be largely dominated by a transitory dissociation penalty.
The origin of this penalty can be explained by a physical
decoupling between HB rupture and resolvation, as described for
water-shielded hydrogen bonds22. In support of this view, several
studies of the reverse event have identiﬁed desolvation of the
binding pocket as the rate-limiting step in ligand
association21,42,43. Indeed, solvent exposed HBs invariably lead to
low WQB values (but note that they can be thermodynamically
stable)44, whereas water-shielding is a necessary but not sufﬁcient
condition of robust HBs (Supplementary Fig. 10).
Discussion
Taken together, our results show that structural stability is a
common property of protein-ligand complexes, but not an
universal one. Cases of loose complexes, while relatively rare
(10-20%), can be found even in a dataset originating exclusively
from X-ray crystallography, a technique that requires structural
homogeneity of the sample. The proportion could be larger
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Fig. 4 Distribution of complexes based on the number of structural anchors. Representative of each group is presented in the following image: a 0 anchors:
Chitinase B with inhibitor (PDB id 1W1P; IC50 = 5 mM); b 1 anchor: Queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase with inhibitor (PDB id 1N2V; Ki = 83 µM), c 2 anchors:
Vitamin D3 receptor with calcipotriol (PDB id 1S19; Kd = 0.31 nM) and d 3 anchors: Uridylate kinase-AMP (PDB id 1UKZ). Weak hydrogen bonds (WQB
< 4 kcal mol−1) marked in green, medium (4 ≤ WQB < 6 kcal mol−1) in yellow and strong (WQB ≥ 6 kcal mol−1) in red. e Pie chart presenting distribution of
number of anchors across the data set. f Distribution of strength of HBs (WQB) versus the number of HBs per group of atoms. The box shows the quartiles
and the whiskers show the rest of distribution excluding outliers. The swarmplot showing all data points is placed in top of the boxplot
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Fig. 5 Structures of completely constricted complexes hint at potential functional role. Cases in the dataset where the ligand presents three structural
anchors are: a Uridilate kinase with AMP (PDB id 1UKZ) where the base, ribose and phosphate of the nucleotide are forming three distinctive centers of
interactions. Structural stability may be necessary for efﬁcient catalysis. b Glucocorticoid receptor ligand-binding domain bound to dexamethasone (PDB id
1M2Z; Kd = 19 nM). The ligand has three regions that form robust interaction, well separated in space but located on the steroid core, thus behaving as a
single rigid block. Structural stability may be necessary for agonistic response. c Inﬂuenza virus neuraminidase with inhibitor BCX-1812 (PDB id 1L7F; Ki
single digit nM for various virus strains). Three different functional groups branching out of the pentane scaffold form robust interactions in this extremely
polar and solvent exposed binding site. Weak hydrogen bonds (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1) marked in green, medium (4 ≤ WQB < 6 kcal mol−1) in yellow and
strong (WQB ≥ 6 kcal mol−1) in red. Structural anchors are marked with shaded areas: green, red, and blue
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disorder by combining a ﬁrm anchor with more relaxed peripheral interactions. Depending on the nature of the ligand and
the binding site, each complex adopts a particular degree of
robustness, that ranges from the very tight (e.g., nuclear
receptor agonists) to the very loose (e.g., HIV-RT allosteric
inhibitors). Each one of these solutions entails important consequences that have, so far, been neglected in drug design. First
of all, a ﬁrm anchor provides a framework from which to grow
and capture additional interactions, and the preservation of a
common binding mode helps interpreting structure-activity
relationships. This is particularly important for fragments as
starting points for lead discovery. Secondly, structural robustness can have functional implications, particularly in the case of
receptors, where ﬂexibility has been linked to the agonist/
antagonist response29,45. Thirdly, structural stability implies an
entropic penalty and must be balanced to avoid loss of
potency6,46. Finally, the deep and narrow energetic minima that
cause rigidity also imply large penalties for small recognition
defects, thus increasing the ﬁdelity of the recognition event.
This has been shown for protease-substrate pairs47 and HIVprotease inhibitors48. In conclusion, this work opens up the
possibility of understanding and designing structural robustness in ligand-receptor complexes. We suggest that robustness
analysis, which can help understand and control the level of

amongst ligands that fail to crystallize. The level of residual
mobility is also larger and more common than the static X-ray
structures lead to think, as also concluded by a recent independent study4. In fact, most complexes balance order and
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Fig. 6 Frequency of robust HBs in protein-fragment complexes. a Histogram
of frequency of HBs by WQB value for all simulated HBs (124) in SERAPhiC
dataset. b Pie chart showing share of complexes with at least one robust HB
(WQB > 6 kcal mol−1, pink), all labile HBs (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1, green) or
intermediate situations (red) for all protein-fragment complexes (26)
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Fig. 7 Ways of achieving structural robustness. a Idealized representation of two dissociation pathways for complexes with the same ΔGbind and different
desolvation costs. The images above the blue curve shows the state of the system in bound, transition and unbound state of complex with well shielded,
stable hydrogen bond. The images below the green curve show analogous images for the complex with solvent exposed hydrogen bond. b Likewise for
three complexes with the same desolvation cost but different ΔGbind. The images represent complexes with excellent shape complementarity that form
(above the blue curve) or don’t form (below the red curve) favorable hydrogen-bonding pairs. The black dashed line marks the energy cutoff that classiﬁes
bond as structurally stable. c Example of a complex with high dissociation cost due to extreme water-shielding. d Example of a complex with high
dissociation cost due to a tight network of multiple HBs. Weak hydrogen bonds (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1) marked in green and strong (WQB ≥ 6 kcal mol−1)
in red
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mobility, should be an essential part of ligand design, not least
because rigid parts demand more precise complementarity than
ﬂexible ones. Qualitatively, a visual inspection can reveal watershielded HBs (Fig. 7c) and HB clusters (Fig. 7d), which are telltale signs of robustness. Quantitatively, DUck simulations offer
an inexpensive and automated protocol to calculate WQB.
While HBs appear to be the most common means of achieving
structural robustness, other interaction types (e.g., cation-pi,
water-mediated HBs, halogen bonds) should be considered in
the future.
Methods
Datasets information. See Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Tables 1–3.
Systems preparation and dynamic undocking. See Supplementary Methods,
Supplementary Figs 1–3 and Supplementary Data 1 and 2.
Results analysis. See Supplementary Figs 4–10 and Supplementary Tables 4–7.

Data availability
All data generated during the current study are available as a part of the Supplementary
Information in the form of sdf and mol2 ﬁles.
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Supplementary Methods
Data Sets
As an object of calculations we selected a set of 120 high-trustworthy structures of protein-ligand
complexes collected in Iridium Data set.1 Refined protein structures and binding modes of ligands
with assigned protonation and tautomeric states were provided by developers of the set. Due to
limitations of used methods, some cases were excluded from calculations. First excluded group
were complexes that did not possess any intermolecular hydrogen bonds (3 cases in Iridium).
Coordination complexes with metal ions (28 cases) were also excluded. They are known to be
stable structures, however they are not faithfully represented by the molecular mechanics forcefield. Cases of multiple ligands in a binding pocket (5 cases) were also excluded, due to complexity
of analysis, as well as ligands that were deemed non-drug like (6 cases). In case of 1hgh ligand
was present in two binding pockets, differing in affinity.2 In this case we simulated and analyzed
both of the pockets separately. After the reduction of the set we were left with 78 complexes
and 79 binding pockets. Classification of the structures is presented in Supplementary Table 1.
Supplementary Table 1 Classification of complexes from Iridium DS. Structures classified based
on sutabilility for simulation.
Simulated
structures

1a28, 1ai5, 1b9v, 1br6, 1c1b, 1cvu, 1dds, 1exa, 1ezq, 1f0s, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1fcx,
1fcz, 1fh8, 1fh9, 1fhd, 1fm6, 1fvt, 1g9v, 1gm6, 1h1p, 1h1s, 1hgh-1, 1hgh-2,
1hgi, 1hgj, 1hwi, 1ivb, 1ivd, 1ive, 1ivf, 1jla, 1k1j, 1k3u, 1ke5, 1l2s, 1l7f,
1lpz, 1lqd, 1m2z, 1ml1, 1mq6, 1mts, 1n2j, 1n2v, 1n46, 1of1, 1owe, 1oyt,
1pmn, 1q1g, 1q41, 1qhi, 1rob, 1s19, 1tow, 1tt1, 1u4d, 1ukz, 1ulb, 1unl,
1uou, 1v0p, 1w1p, 1w2g, 1x8x, 1ydr, 1yds, 1ydt, 1yv3, 1yvf, 1ywr, 2ack,
2br1, 2mcp, 2pcp, 3ptb, 4ts1

No HB

1ctr, 1fl3, 1p2y

Not drug like

1fjs, 1fm9, 1fq5, 1gwx, 1hgg, 1pso

Metal ion

1azm, 1cx2, 1dd7, 1eoc, 1frp, 1hdy, 1hq2, 1hww, 1iy7, 1jd0, 1lrh, 1mbi,
1mmv, 1mzc, 1n1m, 1oq5, 1p62, 1r58, 1r9o, 1uml, 1xm6, 1xoq, 1yqy,
2ctc, 2tmn, 4aah, 4cox, 1hp0

Additional
ligand

1d3h, 1hnn, 1hvy, 1pbd, 1sq5

1
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Supplementary Table 2 Classification of structures in Iridium DS based on function.
Category
Enzymes

Kinases
Proteases
Receptors
Carbohydrate
binding prot.
Allosteric sites

PDB codes
1ai5, 1b9v, 1cvu, 1dds, 1ezq, 1f0s, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1fh8, 1fh9, 1fhd, 1fvt,
1gm8, 1h1p, 1h1s, 1hwi, 1ivb, 1ivd, 1ive, 1ivf, 1k1j, 1ke5, 1l2s, 1l7f,
1lpz, 1lqd, 1ml1, 1mq6, 1mts, 1n2j, 1n2v, 1of1, 1owe, 1oyt, 1pmn,
1q1g, 1q41, 1qhi, 1rob, 1u4d, 1ukz, 1ulb, 1unl, 1uou, 1v0p, 1w1p,
1w2g, 1x8x, 1ydr, 1yds, 1ydt, 1ywr, 2ack, 2br1, 3ptb, 4ts1
1fvt, 1h1p, 1h1s, 1ke5, 1of1, 1pmn, 1q41, 1qhi, 1u4d, 1ukz, 1w2g,
1ydr, 1yds, 1ydt, 1ywr, 2br1
1ezq, 1f0s, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1k1j, 1lpz, 1lqd, 1mq6, 1mts, 3ptb
Nuclear receptors: 1a28, 1exa, 1fcx, 1fcz, 1fm6, 1m2z, 1n46, 1s19
Glutamate receptor: 1tt1
1b9v, 1br6, 1fh8, 1fh9, 1fhd, 1hgh_1, 1hgi, 1hgj, 1ivb, 1ivd, 1ive, 1ivf,
1l7f, 1w1p
1c1b, 1g9v, 1hgh_2, 1jla, 1k3u, 1m2z, 1yv3, 1yvf

Second validation consisted of 53 high-quality X-ray models of fragment-protein complexes
gathered in SERAPhiC dataset.3 Protonation states of both protein structures and ligands were
provided by developers of the data set. The same as in case of Iridium, some systems were
excluded from the simulations: no hydrogen bonds (7 cases), additional ligands (5 cases) and
metal ions (17 cases). After the reduction, 26 binding pockets were left in 24 different PDB
structures. Three structures (1e2i, 1ofz, 2hdq) possess two ligands per protein indicated by “a”
and “b” next to PDBid. Both pockets in entries 1ofz and 2hdq were treated as separate cavities
in simulation and analysis stage. Complex 1e2i possesses 2 enantiomers in the same binding
pocket. Both isomers were simulated separately, but in the analysis both of them were treated
as a single pocket. Classification of the structures is presented in Supplementary Table 3.
Supplementary Table 3 Classification of complexes from SERAPhiC data set. Classification of
complexes from Iridium DS. Structures classified based on sutabilility for simulation.
Simulated
structures
No HB
Metal ion
Additional
ligand

1e2i_a, 1e2i_b, 1f5f, 1f8e, 1h46, 1k0e, 1mlw, 1ofz_a, 1ofz_b, 1r5y, 1sd1,
1tku, 1w1a, 1ynh, 2bkx, 2brt, 2f6x, 2fgq, 2hdq_a, 2hdq_b, 2i5x, 2iba, 2j5s,
2p1o, 2q6m, 2uy5, 3eko
1sqn, 1ui0, 1uwc, 2cix, 2qwx, 3c0z, 3dsx
1m2x, 1m3u, 1s5n, 1t0l, 1wog, 1x07, 1xfg, 1y2k, 1yv5, 2aie, 2fdv, 2ff2,
2gg7, 2gvv, 2rdr, 2v77, 2zvj
1fsg, 1pwm, 1yki, 2b0m, 2bl9

2
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Systems preparation
Structures of protein ligand complexes were provided by Iridium Data set’s developers. The
ligands had preassigned protonation and tautomeric states, which were then verified to reassure
the right ligand parametrization. The protein structures were initially prepared by protonation at
pH = 7 with MOE.4 The protonation states were then inspected visually and questionable cases
were verified with publication associated with PDB code.
Hydrogen bonds in complexes were identified using Chimera FindHBond function.5 Then each
bond was treated as a core for the individual simulation system. In order to perform Dynamic
Undocking only a part of the protein was selected for the MD simulation. So-called chunk consists
of residues necessary to preserve ligand’s key interaction. First, crystal water molecules,
additional molecules and ions were removed from protein structure. Then all residues with at
least one atom within 7 Å of the key interaction were selected. Additional residues were included
in order to prevent formation of artificial solvent channels. The residues that were not selected,
were removed from the structure, forming the base chunk. In order to remove artificial charges,
truncated chains were then acetylated or N-methylated, as needed. Reducing the system
minimizes the influence of peripheral interactions and simplifies dissociation pathway.
Additionally, it reduces time of calculation.

Dynamic Undocking
469 (345 for Iridium and 124 for SERAPhiC) individual hydrogen bonds were identified for 105
binding pockets for each bond individual system was created containing ligand and chunk of a
protein. Then each system was prepared according to Dynamic Undocking protocol,6,7 using
parameters:
•

Equilibration length: 1 ns

•

MD chunk length: 0.5 ns

•

SMD length: 0.5 ns

•

SMD displacement: 2.5 Å

•

Force constant: 50 kcal mol-1 Å-2
3
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•

WQB threshold: 0.4 kcal mol-1 (to avoid early termination of the protocol)

•

Maximum DUck SMD runs: 19

Preparation of the simulations was run by previously developed Molecular Operating
Environment4 Scientific Vector Language script available online. The script performs the following
actions:
•

Calculates AM1-BCC charges for the ligand.8

•

Assigns atom types and non-bonded parameters to the ligand, using parm@Frosst force
field.9

•

Identifies the pair of atoms making the key interaction.

•

Writes the files necessary to carry out the MD simulations with AMBER 12.10 (AMBER99
force field is used to parametrize protein).

•

Generates valid topology and coordinate files for each system using AMBER’s tLeap.

With those parameters each bond was subjected to 40 steered molecular dynamics (SMD)
trajectories at 300 K and 325 K (20 trajectories in each temperature). In case of low energy bonds,
the simulations were terminated after reaching the value below 0.4 kcal mol-1. Setting the early
termination threshold allows avoiding simulation of low stability systems. In this project, the
value is very low and does not influence many systems. Here, only 4 systems in Iridium and 2 in
SERAPhiC were terminated before reaching full 40 SMDs. All the simulations were performed
with AMBER14 adapted for running in graphics processing unit (GPUs) and executed at the
Barcelona Supercomputing Centre using NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPUs. The work necessary to reach
quasi-bound state (WQB) in which the hydrogen bond has just been broken, was calculated for
each individual trajectory.6 The lowest value out of the set was then selected as a final stability
score, because in that trajectory the ligand followed dissociation pathway that allowed it to
escape the pocket. The final WQB value reflects bond’s resistance to deviate from the optimal
geometry. All the bonds are classified with their location, stability (WQB), character (salt bridge,
charged or neutral) in the Supplementary Data 1 and 2.
It is worth noticing that individual WQB values do not have an associated error value. To assess
the convergence of simulation, 40 SMDs per hydrogen bond were randomly split into 4 equal
parts of 10 SMDs. For each part the lowest WQB value was identified and then 4 selected values
4
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were averaged into a new value, called “Mean-WQB” with calculated standard deviation (STD).
Both of values are included in Supplementary Data 1 and 2 The conventionally calculated WQB
and Mean-WQB are very similar (Supplementary Fig. 3), with correlation equal to 0.99.

Supplementary Figure 1 Depicted ligands from Iridium DS, with corresponding PDB codes. Atoms
that make hydrogen bonds with the protein were highlighted and the WQB value associated with
that bond is written below the atom (multiple values in cases when the atom is making more
than one hydrogen bond). The colour of highlight symbolizes fragment-sized group of atoms.
Atom were grouped based on the distance with the cut-off of 4 Å and a few classifications were
corrected based on visual inspection.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Depicted ligands from SERAPhiC DS, with corresponding PDB codes.
Atoms that make hydrogen bonds with the protein were highlighted and the WQB value
associated with that bond is written below the atom (multiple values in cases when the atom is
making more than one hydrogen bond).
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Supplementary Figure 3 Mean-WQB value with standard deviation plotted against WQB value.
Error bars show standard deviation of “Mean WQB”. WQB value does not have the error
associated with it.
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Results analysis
Supplementary Figure 4 Normalized b-factor of atom that makes the hydrogen bond in
function of calculated WQB. b-factor has been normalized against b-factors of other atoms of
the ligand in PDB structure. Liable hydrogen bonds are depicted in blue and strong hydrogen
bonds are depicted in green. The atoms with b-factor below the average are marked in
magenta and the ones with b-factor above the average are marked in red. The side panels show
the distribution of selected points as a kde-plots.
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Supplementary Figure 5 A series of plots comparing WQB value with potential energy
calculations for hydrogen bonds from Iridium DS. The energy was computed as electrostatic
potential energy (plots in the middle), and sum of electrostatic and Van der Waals potential
energy (right plots). The energies were plotted for: a) interaction between atoms that form
hydrogen bond, b) interaction of atom from ligand that form hydrogen bond with all atoms
from chunk, c) interaction of atom form chunk that from hydrogen bond with all atoms from
ligand, and d) Interaction of atoms that form hydrogen bond with the rest of the structure.
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Supplementary Figure 6 Structures of protein-ligand complexes that do not poses any robust
hydrogen bond. Weak hydrogen bonds (WQB < 4 kcal/mol) marked in green. The first group
(green, PDB codes: 1JLA and 1C1B) represents complexes of reverse transcriptase. Activity data
of molecules: IC50 = 6 nM for 1JLA11 and EC50 = 0.6 nM for 1C1B12. The second group (orange,
PDB codes: 1HGH_2 and 1W1P) represent ligands with low activity. 1W1P has IC50 value of 5
mM13. 1HGH_2 is a ligand bound in the secondary binding side of hemagglutinin with
considerably lower affinity that the primary binding site.2 Third group (violet, PDB codes: 2ACK
and 2MCP) represents complexes stabilized by cation-pi interaction, making hydrogen bonds
weak. The interaction between cation and the centroid of tryptophan was marked in yellow. The
last group (magenta, PDB codes: 1F0S, 1G9V and 1YVF) represents complexes stabilized by water
mediated hydrogen bonds. The water network is marked as red ‘+’ and the water mediated
interactions are marked as yellow. Activity data of molecules Ki = 18 nM for 1F0S14 and IC50 =
100 nM for 1YVF.15
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Supplementary Table 4 Two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test of distribution of WQB
values across the four types of binding sites defined in Figure 1.
p-values

Enzymes Nuclear
receptors

Enzymes
Nuclear
0.071
receptors
Carbohydrate 0.055
binding prot.
Allosteric
0.011
sites

Carbohydrate
binding prot.

Allosteric
sites

3.3e-3
8.2e-4

0.24

Supplementary Table 5 The average number of total and robust hydrogen bonds for the four
types of binding sites defined in Figure 1.
Avg. HBs
Enzymes
Nuclear
receptors
Carbohydrate
binding prot.
Allosteric sites

Total
4.52
3.86

Robust
2.73
3

6.79

3.14

3.13

1.25
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Supplementary Table 6 Simulated structures classified by the number of structural anchors.
Number of
structural
anchors

PDB codes

0

1c1b, 1f0s, 1g9v, 1hgh-2, 1jla, 1w1p, 1yvf, 2ack, 2mcp

1

1a28, 1ai5, 1b9v, 1br6, 1cvu, 1dds, 1ezq, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1fcz, 1fm6, 1fvt, 1gm8,
1h1p, 1h1s, 1hgj, 1hwi, 1ivb, 1ivd, 1ive, 1ke5, 1l2s, 1lpz, 1lqd, 1ml1, 1mq6,
1mts, 1n2j, 1n2v, 1owe, 1pmn, 1q41, 1qhi, 1rob, 1tow, 1tt1, 1u4d, 1ulb, 1unl,
1uou, 1v0p, 1w2g, 1ydr, 1ydt, 1yv3, 1ywr, 2br1, 2pcp, 3ptb

2

1exa, 1fcx, 1fh8, 1fh9, 1fhd, 1hgh-1, 1hgi, 1ivf, 1k1j, 1k3u, 1n46, 1of1, 1oyt,
1q1g, 1s19, 1x8x, 1yds, 4ts1

3

1l7f, 1m2z, 1ukz

Supplementary Table 7 Distribution of carbohydrate binding proteins based on the number of
anchoring points.
No. anchoring points
0
1
2
3

No. complexes
1
6
6
1

19

%
7.1
42.9
42.9
7.1
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Supplementary Figure 7 Standard deviation of WQB values within each cluster of hydrogen
bonds selected based on Supplementary Figure 1 (marked in blue). Standard deviation of
collected individual values separated by the number of hydrogen bonds in the group (marked in
red).

Supplementary Figure 8 Depicted structures of ligand with PDB code 1n46 in the correct
protonation state (left figure) in protonated form (middle figure). Atoms making hydrogen bonds
are highlighted and the value listed below the atom correspond to WQB value of a bond made by
this atom. Miscalculated protonation state not only is responsible for not forming an important
interaction (WQB=21.6 kcal/mol) but also significantly decreases the strength of 3 HBs in the local
environment (from WQB=19.9, 14.8 and 12.0 kcal/mol to WQB=11.8, 11.9 and 9.4 kcal/mol,
respectively). Both protonation states are predicted to exist at pH 7 (www.chemicalize.org). The
right figure shows hydrogen bond network of considered scaffold.
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Supplementary Figure 9 Binding free energy versus maximal WQB value. Plot is based on a set of
complexes with publicly available activity data. Binding energy was calculated based on: ∆G
(blue), IC50 (green), KD (red) or Ki (purple) measurements.

Supplementary Figure 10 Relation between structural stability and solvent exposure. The plot
shows WQB value in function of Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) of the atom in the
protein that makes the main hydrogen bond with ligand. All DUck-simulation data for Iridium
DS (345 data points) are plotted.
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ABSTRACT: The prediction of a ligand’s binding mode into its macromolecular target is
essential in structure-based drug discovery. Even though tremendous eﬀort has been made to
address this problem, most of the developed tools work similarly, trying to predict the binding
free energy associated with each particular binding mode. In this study, we decided to abandon
this criterion, following structural stability instead. This view, implemented in a novel
computational workﬂow, quantiﬁes the steepness of the local energy minimum associated with
each potential binding mode. Surprisingly, the protocol outperforms docking scoring functions
in case of fragments (ligands with MW < 300 Da) and is as good as docking for drug-like
molecules. It also identiﬁes substructures that act as structural anchors, predicting their binding
mode with particular accuracy. The results open a new physical perspective for binding mode
prediction, which can be combined with existing thermodynamic-based approaches.

■

metadynamics.34 However, there is still room for improvement, and orthogonal methods that could complement the
existing ones would be particularly useful.
Recently, we have proposed that protein−ligand complexes
are not only thermodynamically stable but also structurally
robust, and that true ligands present a larger resistance to the
rupture of key interactions than decoys. This represents an
alternative to standard thermodynamic approaches (Figure 1)
and, as both perspectives are uncorrelated, they can be
combined very eﬀectively in virtual screening for drug
discovery.35,36 In practice, structural stability is measured as
the work necessary to displace a ligand from its position of
equilibrium to a nearby quasi-bound (QB) state where a
preselected interaction has just been broken (WQB). Intriguingly, this property should work because WQB only informs the
depth of a local minimum and the QB state is irrelevant from a
thermodynamic perspective. An extensive investigation of
protein−ligand complexes provided a possible explanation to
this apparent paradox: while robustness is not a prerequisite for
binding, cases of labile protein−ligand complexes are rare, and
the vast majority present strong resistance to even minor
structural perturbations.37 This may obey a functional need or
simply reﬂect the intrinsic properties of proteins. Encouraged
by these results, here, we apply the concept of structural

INTRODUCTION
Drug discovery is an expensive process, consuming both time
and resources. Computational methods can be applied at
various stages of this process to increase overall eﬃciency.1
Molecular docking is particularly well known and widely
applied in this context. Primarily, it is used to predict the
binding mode of a (potential or actual) ligand into the binding
site of its protein target.2−4 The ﬁt is assessed by a scoring
function that, through the evaluation of molecular interactions,
approximates the free energy of binding (ΔGBIND) with the
protein.3 Many protein−ligand docking programs have been
developed and applied in drug discovery projects, including
Glide,5,6 ICM,7 rDock,8 DOCK,4 GOLD,9,10 FlexX,11 and
Auto-dock.12 However, the methods remain imperfect, and
their performance can be disappointing.13,14 Incorrect
predictions can be caused by inaccuracies in scoring
function3,15 that very often neglect solvation eﬀects and
entropy 16−19 as well as diﬃculties quantifying some
interactions, such as water-mediated contacts.20 Moreover,
many methods are based on a static representation of
biomolecules forced by X-ray structures, and the inﬂuence of
protein ﬂexibility on binding cannot be underestimated.21,22
Alternative approaches to improve binding mode prediction
have been described in the literature. Some apply methods
with a better theoretical background to rescore a subset of
poses.23−28 Others carry out molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of the complex to conﬁrm that the predicted
binding mode is stable29−31 or to explore drug−target binding
event fully.32,33 Signiﬁcant improvements in accuracy and
reliability of predictions have been made by coupling inducedﬁt docking with stability assessment of the pose by
© XXXX American Chemical Society
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complete successfully due to an unresolved error of the
molecular dynamics software in the restraint deﬁnition. This
resulted in 27 remaining binding pockets from 24 diﬀerent
PDB structures. Three structures possess two ligands per
protein indicated by “a” and “b” next to the PDBid (Table S1).
The structure with PDBid 1e2i possesses two possible
enantiomers of 9-hydroxypropyladenine in the binding
pocket.40 The electron density did not allow a clear
stereochemistry assignment, and both R and S enantiomers
of fragment showed a reasonable ﬁt (0.82 and 0.91,
respectively).39 For this target, docking and DUck simulations
were conducted separately for each enantiomer; however, to
avoid redundancy of data in the analysis, both forms were
treated as one cavity. Entry 1ofz is a complex of lectin with two
anomers of fucose.41 The β anomer of the sugar is included in
the data set, and it was found bound to two distinct binding
sides. In the last case of entry 2hdq, carboxythiophene
molecules were bound in multiple spots.42 The authors
included two poses most likely to be pharmaceutically relevant.
Both pockets in entries 1ofz and 2hdq were treated as separate
cavities in the simulation and analysis stage.
A second data set used in the project is a collection of
complexes with drug-like molecules, Iridium data set.43 The set
consists of 120 diverse and highly trustworthy protein−ligand
complexes. The curators of this data set provided a collection
of reﬁned protein structures and veriﬁed binding modes. Again,
not all of the complexes were suitable for DUck simulation: 3
cases that did not possess any intermolecular hydrogen bonds;
28 complexes with metal ions; 5 complexes with multiple
ligands in the binding pocket; and 6 cases where the ligand was
classiﬁed as not drug-like. One complex (1hgh) possesses two
distinctive binding pockets that diﬀer in aﬃnity44 (Figure S1).
For this case, simulation and analysis were conducted for each
pocket independently. The simulation of two complexes did
not complete successfully due to the error mentioned before.
These cases were also discarded from the analysis. The ﬁnal set
consisted of 76 complexes and 77 binding pockets. Table S1
features the full classiﬁcation of structures.
Ligand and Protein Preparation. Fragment data set,
SERAPhiC, contained a fully protonated collection of ligands
and proteins.39 However, a few cases were corrected after
manual inspection. Iridium data set contained a set of ligands
with assigned protonation and tautomeric states. Molecules
were then manually inspected and corrected if needed.
Protonation states of residues of corresponding protein
structures were assigned using Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)45 at pH 7.0. Then, structures were manually
inspected, and questionable cases were corrected, consulting
the publication of origin whenever needed. The prepared
protein structures were then saved in MOL2 format and used
as input for rDock. The full set of proteins and corresponding
ligands for both data sets is shared as a part of the Supporting
Information.
Molecular Docking. Molecular docking was run with
rDock,8 a reliable open-source program, developed in the
group. rDock has been reported to provide excellent
sampling,46 which makes it ideal for generating a diverse
collection of putative binding modes. As an input, we provided
MOL2 ﬁles with receptors and SDF ﬁles with ligands. The
cavity was deﬁned using the reference ligand method with the
crystallized ligand found in the PDB structure as a reference
and a distance of 6 Å to deﬁne the maximal extent of the cavity
around the ligand. Docking was performed with default rDock

Figure 1. Standard thermodynamics-based methods (top) aim at
predicting the free energy diﬀerence between the unbound (blue
dashed line) and bound states (black dashed line). The bound state
with the most negative ΔGBIND (middle box in this example) is
considered as the correct solution. Structural stability methods
(bottom) introduce a structural perturbation to the bound state (Δx
≈ 2 Å). The binding mode that opposes the most resistance to such
perturbation is considered as the correct solution (rightmost box in
this case). The work needed to take the ligand into a quasi-bound
state (WQB) reﬂects the depth of the free energy minimum (green
dashed lines) but provides no reference to the unbound state. The
circle represents ligand in its bound state.

robustness (WQB) to the problem of binding mode prediction.
To do so, we have extended the Dynamic Undocking (DUck)
method to consider global structural stability rather than the
stability provided by a single predeﬁned interaction, as was
done before.37 Surprisingly, the method performs better than
standard (thermodynamics-based) methods. This has important practical implications for drug design but also raises the
question as to why a local property (steepness of free energy
minima around the binding mode) percolates to a global
property (absolute free energy of the binding mode) and can,
therefore, be used to identify the correct binding mode of a
ligand.

■

METHODS
To assess the applicability of DUck in binding mode
prediction, we designed a multistep protocol. First, rDock, a
docking program that performs exhaustive sampling of the
protein−ligand conﬁgurational space,8,38 is used to generate
potential binding modes (poses). The top 5 unique scoring
poses are then considered in the next step, where all protein−
ligand hydrogen bonds are automatically detected and their
WQB values evaluated using DUck.
Data Sets. We selected SERAPhiC data set39 to evaluate
the performance of our approach. It contains 53 high-quality
X-ray models of fragment−protein complexes. The curators
provided a set of complexes with veriﬁed binding modes as
well as assigned protonation and tautomeric states for both
ligands and receptors. Some of the complexes were not suitable
for simulation or analysis, and thus were excluded from the
calculation. These include 7 cases that did not possess any
intermolecular hydrogen bonds (at present DUck only assesses
the stability of hydrogen bonds), 16 complexes with metal ions
because molecular mechanics force ﬁelds do not faithfully
represent organometallic complexes, and 5 complexes with
multiple ligands in the binding pocket because of complexity of
analysis. Simulation of one of the complexes (1xfg) did not
B
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parameters,8 with 100 individual runs per ligand, which is
considered very exhaustive sampling. Four cases of multiple
binding modes per complexes of 1hgh, 1e2i, 1ofz, and 2hdq
were treated as separate cavities. In the case of 1hgh, 1ofz, and
2hdq, the cavities were not overlapping. Entry 1e2i had slightly
diﬀerent cavities depending on the enantiomer (Figure S1).
For each binding pocket, 100 generated poses were sorted
based on the total docking score and a set of unique topscoring poses was selected based on root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD). The top-scoring pose was chosen initially,
then the remaining poses were iterated, and the ones that
diﬀered more than the RMSD cutoﬀ value from any of the
previously selected poses were included in the new selection.
For fragments (SERAPhiC), an RMSD cutoﬀ of 1.5 Å is
appropriate to deﬁne a new pose as distinct, and for drug-like
molecules (Iridium) the cutoﬀ is 2.0 Å.47 For six systems, none
of the poses generated by rDock had an RMSD lower than 2 Å
relative to the crystallographic pose (Table 1). For four of
these systems (1dds, 1ezq, 1f0u, and 1lqd), we considered the
lowest RMSD pose as the correct one because the RMSD value
was below 3 Å. The two remaining cases, 1g9v and 1ydt, did
not obey the criterion with the lowest RMSD pose being 3.09
for 1g9v and 3.24 for 1ydt.
Due to limitations in computational power, only the ﬁve
best-scoring unique poses were selected for further simulation.
Additionally, in the case of three structures (1cvu, 1g9v, 1n2j),
a pose with the lowest RMSD compared to the crystallographic
structure was included as the sixth pose in selection because it
was not a part of the top ﬁve poses. In the case of 1n2j, the
added pose ended up being selected by DUck; however, for the
remaining cases, additional pose had no inﬂuence on the ﬁnal
result.
Dynamic Undocking. To evaluate the poses selected in
the previous step, we used DUck.35 It is a method based on
Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) that assesses the
robustness of hydrogen bonds. In the SMD, an intermolecular
HB is pulled from 2.5 to 5.0 Å, measuring the work necessary
to cause this displacement. In a posterior analysis, we retrieve
the work needed to take the HB from its equilibrium distance
(usually 3 Å) to the breaking point (where the work proﬁle
reaches a maximum and starts to decrease), or 5.0 Å, whatever
occurs ﬁrst. We refer to this point of rupture as the quasibound (QB) state and the work needed to reach it is denoted
WQB. Large WQB values indicate that the HB is located in a
deep and narrow minimum on the free energy surface and
shows that (regardless of its contribution to ΔGBIND) the HB
provides structural stability to the protein−ligand complex.
From previous research, we deduced that robust bonds possess
WQB higher than 6 kcal/mol and labile ones less than 4 kcal/
mol.37
Previously, the method was tested only as a virtual screening
application and was relying on a single preselected “key
interaction” with the protein. This approach makes DUck
highly dependent on the previous knowledge of the system,
meaning that the user has to be conﬁdent in the bond
selection. Here, we aim to use the method as a blind tool,
simulating all possible hydrogen bonds in the complex and
then evaluating each pose based on the WQB values of
individual HB. This approach makes the method more
applicable in binding mode prediction. For 375 selected
poses in Iridium and 136 in SERAPhiC, 1203 and 538
hydrogen bonds were identiﬁed using Chimera FindHBond
function, respectively.48
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As an input, DUck requires ligand and a subset (chunk) of
protein that will preserve the local environment of the bond
(Figure S2). Using the chunk instead of the full protein saves
on computational cost but also creates a simple dissociation
pathway for the ligand, thus ensuring that WQB reﬂects only the
intrinsic robustness of the HB and its immediate surroundings.
The chunk was created for each HB separately. Usually, chunks
are selected manually, however, to deal with such a big number
of HBs we automated the process. The script ﬁrst selects
residues within 7 Å from the atoms forming the main
interactions and then includes additional residues that cross
the surface span on heavy atoms of initial selection. Next, the
chains are capped with N-methyl or acetyl group. The scripts
can be obtained from the authors upon request.
Every individual hydrogen bond, corresponding to a
particular ligand pose−protein chunk pair, was then simulated
with DUck according to previously published protocol with
default parameters.36 The length of the molecular dynamics
step simulated between SMD steps was 0.5 ns. To ensure
extensive sampling, 40 SMD were run for each simulated
interaction (20 sequential runs, each with two parallel
simulations at 300 and 325 K). This number of runs provides
a trustworthy evaluation of the bond while still keeping the
simulation cost aﬀordable for such a big data set. The WQB
threshold (a variable that causes early termination of the
protocol) was set to 0.1 kcal/mol, thus ensuring exhaustive
sampling for all HBs except those that break spontaneously.
Preparation of the selected systems was executed with a
MOE45 Scientiﬁc Vector Language script available online.49
The script calculates AM1-BCC charges for the ligand50 and
assigns atom types and nonbonded parameters to the ligand
from the parm@Frosst force ﬁeld.51 It also identiﬁes the atoms
forming the hydrogen bond, produces the ﬁles necessary to
perform the MD simulations with AMBER 1452 (AMBER99SBildn force ﬁeld is used to parametrize protein), and calls the
AMBER tLeap program to generate valid topology and
coordinate ﬁles. All of the simulations were run at the
Barcelona Supercomputing Center using NVIDIA Tesla
M2090 GPUs.
To compare results for generated poses with crystallographic
data, true binding modes extracted from crystal structures were
also simulated with DUck according to the protocol described
above.
Individual WQB values are combined into a single moleculewide score in various manners. The formulas are listed as
follows
DUck_max = max({WQB1 , ..., WQBn})

(1)

DUck_min = min({WQB1 , ..., WQBn})

(2)

DUck_ave =
DUck_sum =

n
∑i = 1 WQB
i

(3)

n

∑ WQB
n

i=1

DUck_group =

i

(4)

∑ Gri
k

i=1

(5)

DUck_group_max = max({Gr1, ..., Grk})
C

(6)
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where n is the number of individual WQB values for a given
pose, k is the number of groups for that pose, and Gr is a value
assigned to a group. Atoms making hydrogen bonds were
grouped based on the distance in space. Gr can be deﬁned by
one of the following equations
Gr_max = max({WQB1 , ..., WQBm})
Gr_ave =

Gr_sum =

Article

values (DUck_min) and select the binding mode with the
largest DUck_min value as the correct one. Midway between
the two former hypotheses, we may assume that the work
needed to break the complex corresponds to the average WQB
(DUck_ave). Alternatively, we can hypothesize that each
hydrogen bond acts independently and that their contributions
are additive (DUck_sum), and thus binding modes forming
more hydrogen bonds are more likely to be selected.

(7)

m
∑i = 1 WQB
i

(8)

m

∑ WQB
m

i=1

i

(9)

Gr_max x HB = Gr_max ·m

(10)

Gr_min x HB = min({WQB1 , ..., WQBm})·m

(11)

where m is the number of individual WQB values for a given
group.
Performance Assessment. To assess the quality of the
predictions, the RMSD between predicted binding mode and
the X-ray pose was calculated using the sdrmsd tool
implemented in rDock.8
The performance was assessed by calculating the percentage
of complexes for which the RMSD between X-ray and selected
pose is below a set cutoﬀ. The cutoﬀ is usually 2 Å for drug-like
molecules and 1.5 Å for fragments.47 To extract more
information, the success rate was measured as a function of
the threshold and presented as a plot (Figures 2 and 3).
To compare DUck’s performance with baseline, we assessed
the success of rDock and random selection. For rDock, the
pose with the lowest total score (highest predicted aﬃnity) was
selected. For random selection, we randomly selected a pose
out of the poses simulated by DUck. The plots corresponding
to random selection, presented in Figures 2 and 3, were
created by averaging 10 000 individual selections.

Figure 2. On the left, the plot representing success rate as a function
of the RMSD cutoﬀ between generated binding mode and the
reference for SERAPhiC data set. On the right, barplot representing
success rate at 1.5 and 2 Å, based on the plot on the left. Estimated
errors are included in Table S2.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DUck Outperforms Docking in Fragment Binding
Mode Prediction. To use structural stability for binding
mode prediction, the WQB values corresponding to individual
HBs have to be combined into a single “stability score”.
Previous DUck applications focused on a single, preselected,
hydrogen bond that was considered essential for the complex.
This works well in virtual screening,35 but we wanted to
overcome this limitation and expand the analysis to all
detected hydrogen bonds without any knowledge-based bias.
As there are many potential ways of combining individual WQB
values into a collective score and the internal degrees of
freedom of the ligand can complicate any analysis, we initially
focused our attention on the so-called fragments. These are the
simplest possible type of ligands, with a molecular weight in a
range of 78−300 Da, at least one ring, and very few rotatable
bonds.39 We have tested four simple ways of translating
individual WQB values into an aggregated score, each
corresponding to a diﬀerent assumption. The ﬁrst assumption
is that the strongest link deﬁnes the complex, and thus we take
the maximum of all WQB values (DUck_max) and select the
binding mode capable of making the single most robust
interaction as the correct one. In the opposite assumption,
once the weakest link is broken, the rest of the interactions fall
spontaneously, and thus we take the minimum of all WQB

Figure 3. On the left, the success rate as a function of the RMSD
cutoﬀ between generated binding mode and the reference for the
Iridium data set. On the right, the barplot representing success rate at
2 Å, based on the plot on the left. Estimated errors are included in
Table S2.

Docking fragments is more challenging than bigger (e.g.,
drug-like) molecules because their small size allows them to ﬁt
into the binding site in multiple orientations and diﬀerent
Table 1. Classiﬁcation of Failed Prediction Casesa
category
rDock failed to generate pose with
RMSD lower than 2 Å from the
reference pose
rDock failed to predict the binding
mode
DUck failed to predict the binding
mode
a

D

PDBid
1dds, 1ezq, 1f0u, 1g9v, 1lqd, 1ydt
1f0s, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1ive, 1l2s, 1lqd, 1n2j,
1n2v, 1owe, 1pmn, 1q1g, 1s19,
1tow, 1ukz, 2ack
1c1b, 1dds, 1ezq, 1f0t, 1fcx, 1fcz,
1fm6, 1h1p, 1hgh_2, 1k1j, 1k3u,
1mq6, 1yvf, 2ack

Cases with the lowest RMSD pose higher than 3 Å are bolded.
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b01062
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has the same reasoning as DUck_min for fragments but also
accounts for the multiple bond eﬀect. Then, the combined
stability score for a complex was set as the sum of values for
individual groups. The maximal value of all groups
DUck_group_max (i.e., assuming that only the best-anchored
group matters) was tested as an alternative, however, it
performs signiﬁcantly worse than the sum of all groups (Figure
S3). This is in agreement with the observation that
approximately one in four complexes present more than one
anchoring site.37
First, we analyze the success rate as a function of the
distance cutoﬀ, which is the only adjustable parameter (Figure
4). Three scoring metrics (Gr_ave, Gr_max, and Gr_min x

subpockets. As the diﬀerence in free energy between the
various possible solutions is generally small, inaccuracies in the
scoring functions can be ampliﬁed.47 Typically, a predicted
binding mode is considered correct if its RMSD with the
experimental structure is below 2.0 Å but, owing to their small
size, an RMSD cutoﬀ of 1.5 Å may be more appropriate for
fragments.47 Thus, we report both metrics (Figure 2). For
docking with rDock, the success rate is 38.5% at 1.5 Å and
42.3% at 2.0 Å, which is in line with the values reported for
other docking programs.39 Two WQB combinations clearly
outperform docking, with success rates of 46.2% (1.5 Å) and
69.2% (2.0 Å) for DUck_ave and 50% (1.5 Å) and 69.2% (2.0
Å) for DUck_sum. This demonstrates the usefulness of
structural stability to solve the docking problem and highlights
the surprising fact that WQB, a parameter-free value extracted
from molecular simulations in near-equilibrium conditions,
outperforms the parametric scoring functions tailored to this
speciﬁc application. The DUck_min combination, on the other
hand, performs worse than docking, with success rates of
30.8% (1.5 Å) and 46.2% (2.0 Å). This allows us to discard the
“weakest link” hypothesis, which will not be considered any
further.
DUck Is As Good As Docking for Drug-Like Ligands.
Next, we evaluated the method on a diverse set of drug-like
ligands. In this case, the ligands have up to 37 heavy atoms and
are generally formed by several rigid units connected with
rotatable bonds (ﬁve per molecule, on average).43 In this data
set, the DUck scores yield success rates with 2 Å cutoﬀ of
55.8% for DUck_max, 66.2% for DUck_ave, and 66.2% for
DUck_sum (Figure 3). This performance is similar to the
fragments and much better than random selection (23.6%),
but as docking bigger ligands represents an easier problem,
now the structural stability score underperforms compared to
standard docking scoring functions. The docking program
rDock, used here as a reference, yields a success rate of 75.3%
at the RMSD threshold of 2 Å (Figure 3), comparable to other
docking programs such as Vina (63%) or Vinardo (72%) for
the whole Iridium data set.53 The docking program also
outperforms DUck for other RMSD thresholds.
An explanation for the relative loss of performance of
structural stability for larger ligands is that individual WQB
values should be combined diﬀerently. In previous work, we
analyzed the stability of experimental binding modes, ﬁnding
that structural stability is generally provided by a subset of
atoms that act as structural anchors rather than by the whole
ligand. Other parts of the ligand lack structural stability, which
would be favorable from an entropic perspective, or they may
act as secondary anchors.37 Hence, we sought a combination of
WQB values that could identify the predicted pose with the
best-anchored substructure. To realize this idea, the hydrogen
bonds were grouped based on the distance from each other,
classifying them in the same group if the distance between
atoms in the ligand that made the bonds of interest was below
a set cutoﬀ. To obtain a stability score per group, we
considered the same simple combinations as before: maximal
of all values (Gr_max), average (Gr_ave) and sum (Gr_sum).
In the previous work, we saw that the stability of anchors is
often provided by a tight network of hydrogen bonds that may
act cooperatively.37 To transfer that knowledge and favor
groups with more HBs, we added two additional combinations,
namely maximal value multiplied by the number of bonds in
the group (Gr_max x HB) and minimal value multiplied by the
number of bonds in the group (Gr_min x HB). The last metric

Figure 4. On the left, the success rate at 2 Å as a function of distance
cutoﬀ used for diﬀerent grouping approaches. On the right,
fragmentation of the ligand (PDBid: 1UKZ) for distance cutoﬀ of
2, 3.5, and 7 Å. Atoms making hydrogen bonds are highlighted in
magenta.

HB) perform signiﬁcantly better than the whole-molecule
scores. Worthy of note, in all of the cases, the optimal cutoﬀ is
in the 3−4 Å range, which corresponds to a local (groupbased) analysis of structural stability. Shorter cutoﬀ values
provide an atom-based analysis, while longer values converge
toward the whole-molecule score. This observation conﬁrms
that structural stability is essential at the local level, i.e., ligands
require an anchoring point but can have untethered regions.
Quite surprisingly for a method that only evaluates hydrogen
bonds and has a single ﬁtted parameter (the cutoﬀ distance),
DUck with optimal group scoring (DUck_group) has a success
rate (76.6%) that is as good as docking, which has multiple
adjustable parameters optimized for this task (Figure 3).
Noteworthily, the best-performing option (Gr_ave) represents
a straightforward scoring scheme where all WQB values are
weighted equally. With similar performance, Gr_max and
Gr_MinxHB give all of the weight to a single HB per group
(the one with maximum and minimal WQB values). This
indicates that more sophisticated combinations of WQB values
have the potential to yield even better results.
DUck and Docking Are Naturally Complementary. In
the next step, we identiﬁed the cases in which scoring
approaches had failed to select the correct pose. Both rDock
and DUck_group had a similar number of failed predictions,
with 14 for DUck and 15 for rDock (Table 1). By selecting
poses with DUck, we improved the prediction for 13 of
rDock’s failed predictions (Figure S4). Only two failures are
common for both methods, which highlights that DUck is
complementary rather than competitive to rDock. We
reviewed manually all of the cases where DUck was not
successful. Four of the systems were previously identiﬁed as
complexes without stable hydrogen bonds in their true binding
E
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move.37 With this strategy, DUck score performs as well as
standard (thermodynamics-based) docking methods, with the
added beneﬁt that, even for failed cases, it can predict if the
ligand has a structural anchor and how this part of the
molecule binds. Noteworthily, the method has a single
adjustable parameter (the distance used to cluster atoms into
anchors) and has not been optimized for this task, while
docking software has reached a much higher level of maturity.
Future developments looking at more complex scoring
schemes may bring about further improvements.
The method is just in its infancy and not without limitations.
It fails for complexes that do not form any robust interaction.
The proportion of such cases is relatively low (ca. 10%). The
exact number is still unknown, as there may be complexes that
utilize mechanisms other than hydrogen bonds to achieve
structural stability.37 For this reason, one of the priorities will
be to extend the method to other interaction types, such as
water-mediated hydrogen bonds, cation−π interactions, or
halogen bonds. The same problem occurs at the substructure
level: our approach can predict very well the binding mode of
the anchor but is clueless about other parts of the ligand. Better
integration with existing docking software should ensure that
DUck is applied judiciously, taking the best from each method.
As an MD-based method, its computational cost is substantial
and it cannot compete with much faster and simpler docking
scoring functions but (i) our current protocol can be optimized
to reduce the computational cost by several-fold (e.g., longer
integration steps with atom-mass repartitioning, shorter
simulations, next-generation hardware) and (ii) empirical
scoring functions (e.g., based on machine learning) could be
developed to predict WQB.
Fundamentally, our study opens an alternative view of
protein−ligand complexes. The binding mode of a ligand
corresponds to its global minimum in the free energy
landscape. In good logic, all existing methods are designed to
benchmark the binding poses against the unbound state.
Instead, we measure the depth of the free energy well in a
narrow window around the binding pose. Surprisingly, this
local property can identify the correct binding mode even
better than standard methods. This implies that, in most cases,
the correct binding mode corresponds to the minimum with
the steepest slope (Figure 1). At present, it is unclear if this is a
unique property of protein−ligand complexes or whether it will
also be found in other types of supramolecular systems, such as
host−guest complexes.

mode: 1c1b, a reverse transcriptase allosteric ligand; 1hgh_2,
an hemagglutinin ligand binding to a secondary binding
pocket; and 1yvf and 2ack, two complexes where HBs do not
provide structural stability but other interaction types might
(water-mediated HBs and cation−π interactions, respectively).37 It is not surprising that the protocol, which is
based on structural stability, fails in binding mode prediction of
exceptionally labile complexes. Pleasingly, we noticed that for
half of DUck’s failed cases (1dds, 1ezq, 1f0t, 1fcx, 1fcz, 1fm6,
1k1j) the prediction was correct for a part of the molecule
(Figures 5 and S4). The matching part corresponds to the

Figure 5. Examples of complexes for which prediction with DUck was
apparently unsuccessful (RMSD > 2.0 Å) but the substructure that
acts as the anchor was correctly predicted. The protein is depicted in
gray, the predicted pose selected by DUck in cyan, and the reference
pose in magenta. The structural anchor is marked with a blue circle.
DUck predicts the binding mode of the structural anchor in 88% of
cases vs 82% for docking.

structural anchor (i.e., the part of ligand that provides
structural stability), identiﬁed in the previous work37 and
represents the more ordered region of the ligand, based on
experimental temperature factors (Figure S6). A high overall
RMSD of a pose is caused by the remaining, more labile, part
of the ligand, which adopts an incorrect orientation. It is quite
striking that the method can predict the binding mode of
structural anchor in 66 cases, increasing the success rate to
87.6% in comparison to 81.8% for rDock. This shows the
predictive power of DUck and indicates that it can be very
useful as a rescoring method, complementary to docking.
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CONCLUSIONS
We investigated whether hydrogen bond-based structural
stability can be used to distinguish the true binding mode of
a ligand from a set of binding poses generated by a docking
program. Initially, we focused on a set of protein−fragment
complexes, where a selection based on stability turned out to
be much more eﬀective than a docking score. Next, DUck was
applied to a set of bigger drug-like ligands. Owing to their
internal degrees of freedom, in this case, a global structural
stability score must partition the ligands into separate units,
with distinct rigidity behavior: some parts (anchors) attach
ﬁrmly to the protein, while other regions may be freer to
F
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Table S1. Classification of complexes from Iridium and SERAPhiC datasets.

PDBid
Category
Iridium DS

SERAPhiC DS

Simulated
structures

1a28, 1b9v, 1br6, 1c1b, 1cvu, 1dds,
1exa, 1ezq, 1f0s, 1f0t, 1f0u, 1fcx, 1fcz,
1fh8, 1fh9, 1fhd, 1fm6, 1fvt, 1g9v,
1h1p, 1h1s, 1hgh-1, 1hgh-2, 1hgi, 1hgj,
1hwi, 1ivb, 1ivd, 1ive, 1ivf, 1jla, 1k1j,
1k3u, 1ke5, 1l2s, 1l7f, 1lpz, 1lqd, 1m2z,
1ml1, 1mq6, 1mts, 1n2j, 1n2v, 1n46,
1of1, 1owe, 1oyt, 1pmn, 1q1g, 1q41,
1qhi, 1rob, 1s19, 1tow, 1tt1, 1u4d,
1ukz, 1ulb, 1unl, 1uou, 1v0p, 1w1p,
1w2g, 1x8x, 1ydr, 1yds, 1ydt, 1yv3,
1yvf, 1ywr, 2ack, 2br1, 2mcp, 2pcp,
3ptb, 4ts1

1e2i_a, 1e2i_b, 1f5f, 1f8e, 1h46,
1k0e, 1mlw, 1ofz_a, 1ofz_b, 1r5y,
1sd1, 1tku, 1w1a, 1ynh, 2bkx, 2brt,
2f6x, 2fgq, 2hdq_a, 2hdq_b, 2i5x,
2iba, 2j5s, 2p1o, 2q6m, 2uy5, 3eko

Simulation
failure

1ai5, 1gm8

1xfg

No hydrogen 1ctr, 1fl3, 1p2y
bond

1sqn, 1ui0, 1uwc, 2cix, 2qwx, 3c0z,
3dsx

Not drug like 1fjs, 1fm9, 1fq5, 1gwx, 1hgg, 1pso

-

Metal ion

1azm, 1cx2, 1dd7, 1eoc, 1frp, 1hdy, 1m2x, 1m3u, 1s5n, 1t0l, 1wog,
1hq2, 1hww, 1iy7, 1jd0, 1lrh, 1mbi, 1x07, 1y2k, 1yv5, 2aie, 2fdv, 2ff2,
1mmv, 1mzc, 1n1m, 1oq5, 1p62, 1r58, 2gg7, 2gvv, 2rdr, 2v77, 2zvj
1r9o, 1uml, 1xm6, 1xoq, 1yqy, 2ctc,
2tmn, 4aah, 4cox, 1hp0

Additional
ligand

1d3h, 1hnn, 1hvy, 1pbd, 1sq5
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Figure S1. Binding cavities with generated grid of the complexes that possess two binding pockets
(1hgh, 1ofz, 2hdg) or with two enantiomers in the same binding pocket (1e2i).

Figure S2. An example of chunk (blue surface) created for PDBid: 1eqz and based on the hydrogen
bond (black dashed line) formed by ligand (orange sticks) and residue D188 (grey sticks).
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Figure S3. The plot representing success rate at 2 Å in function of distance cutoff used for the
group definition for Iridium dataset. The stability score of a group is selected based on definition
presented in Methods, and the final score for the molecule is calculated as a maximum of group
values.
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Figure S4. Predicted binding modes (BM) of ligands listed in Table 1. On the left side of each panel
BM selected by rDock depicted in green, and on the right side BM selected by DUck depicted in
cyan. True binding modes are depicted in magenta.
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Figure S5. Time performance of the simulation with a graph representing each step. “Wall clock
time” was calculated for the average system of 25 000 atoms (chunk, ligand and solvent, all
including hydrogens) simulated on NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPUs. For a single hydrogen bond, the
complete simulation of such system takes 18.2 GPU hours. Depending on the size of the system,
the simulation time can vary by about 20%. A pose makes on the average 4 hydrogen bonds, and
we simulated 5 poses per ligand. The total estimate of the time necessary to simulate 1 ligand is
364 GPU hours (72.8 h per pose). The computational performance can be further optimized by
changing simulation length, number of replicas, type of enhanced sampling method, number of
particles, integration time-step using atomic mass repartitioning, better parallelization, next
generation GPUs, etc.

Figure S6. Crystal structures of complexes depicted in Figure 5. The ligands have been coloured
based on their relative temperature factors, blue indicating colder (ordered) and red hotter
(flexible) regions.
-8-
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Table S2. Error estimation of success rates extracted from Figures 2 and 3. The errors were
calculated using bootstrapping. The success rate of each scoring variant was calculated 10 000
times for a random sample with replacement (size of sample 26 for SERAPhiC and 77 for Iridium).
Then error was calculated as a standard deviation across all samples.
SERAPhiC
Scoring method
rDock
DUck_max
DUck_min
DUck_ave
DUck_sum
DUck_group
random

SR (2 Å)
42.3  9.7
57.7  9.7
46.2  9.8
69.2  9.1
69.2  9.1
21.7  7.8

SR (1.5 Å)
38.5  9.5
50.0  9.8
30.8  9.1
46.2  9.8
50.0  9.8
14.0  6.4

-9-

Iridium
SR (2 Å)
75.3  4.9
55.8  5.6
66.2  5.4
66.2  5.4
76.6  4.8
23.6  4.7
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Assessment of Structural Stability
Structural Stability in Biomolecular Complexes

In the first publication, we used Dynamic Undocking to assess the robustness
of hydrogen bonds in a set of 79 complexes of proteins with drug-like ligands
from Iridium dataset (345 HBs)[119] and a set of 27 protein-fragment complexes from the SERAPhiC dataset (126 HBs).[120] As shown in Figure 4.1,
the values of WQB range from 0 to 26 kcal mol−1 and more than 50% of bonds
are robust (WQB > 6 kcal mol−1 ). Around three-quarters of all complexes
possess at least one structurally stable bond.
Surprisingly, fragments behave similarly to drug-like molecules. This
behaviour indicates that fragments are more static than standard ligands. It is
in agreement with the fact that fragments have in general fewer degrees of
freedom, a higher proportion of buried HBs[121] and their binding is driven
by enthalpy.[122]
To relate results to experimental observables, we compared WQB values
with the normalized B-factor of the ligands atom that makes the hydrogen
bond. Atoms forming string HBs tend to have lower normalized B-factors,
which means that robust hydrogen bonds are formed in ordered parts of the
complex.
Next, we classified all HBs into neutral, mixed (ionic-neutral) and salt
bridges and we fund that salt bridges are only very slightly skewed towards
more robust interactions than neutral HBs. Ionic interactions have higher
desolvation penalty, thus can form a higher energy barrier.
We identified 9 cases (11%) of complexes that did not form any robust
HBs. Two cases were low-affinity complexes. For the remaining structures,
robustness can be provided by other mechanisms, like water-mediated HBs,
or it might be lacking.
The analysis of different types of binding pockets has shown that the
type of receptor might dictate binding behaviour. Enzymes and nuclear
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Fig. 4.1 Frequency of robust HBs in protein-ligand complexes (top) and
protein-fragment complexes (bottom). On the left - histograms of the frequency of HBs by WQB value. On the right - pie charts showing the share of
complexes with at least one robust HB (WQB > 6 kcal mol−1 , pink), all labile
HBs (WQB < 4 kcal mol−1 , green) or intermediate situations (red).
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receptors, where the order is essential for catalysis or stabilization of the
optimal conformation, have a higher proportion of robust HBs. On the other
hand, ligands occupying secondary pockets are very liable.

4.1.2

Structural Anchors

To see if robust bonds are evenly distributed across the molecules, in each
complex we clustered all HBs based on their distance in space into fragmentsized groups of atoms. For most of the complexes (62%), strong HBs are
found in a single group, forming a robust structural anchor (Fig.4.2a). Combining a stable anchor with flexible regions minimizes the entropic costs and
can be desirable from a binding affinity perspective. 23% of all ligands form
two structural anchors in separate regions, and three ligands (4%) form 3
distinct anchors. For two cases of the last group, there might be a functional
explanation of such high stability.

Fig. 4.2 Distribution of complexes based on the number of structural anchors.
a) Pie chart presenting the distribution of the number of anchors across the
data set. b) Distribution of strength of HBs (WQB ) versus the number of HBs
per group of atoms. The box shows the quartiles, and the whiskers show the
rest of the distribution excluding outliers. The swarmplot showing all data
points is placed on the top of the boxplot.
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HBs in isolation usually do not form robust interactions. On the other
hand, clusters of three or more HBs form robust bonds in the vast majority
(Fig.4.2b). The HBs within these clusters present relatively similar WQB
values suggesting that they often behave in a concerted-like manner. This
synergic behaviour ensures higher barriers during dissociation. It is also wellsuited to provide selectivity, as small changes in the composition or geometry
of one of the partners may result in significant changes in the stability of the
whole network.

4.2

Binding Mode Prediction

4.2.1

Protein-Fragment Complexes

In the second paper, we tested the ability of DUck to predict a binding mode in
protein-fragment complexes, collected in SERAPhiC dataset. In the first step,
we used rDock to generate poses. Then, we selected the top 5 best-scoring
unique poses to simulate with DUck. We evaluated the structural stability of
every hydrogen bond from each pose. Finally, the success rate was measured
as a percentage of predictions that had RMSD to their corresponding x-ray
pose below a threshold value: 2 Åor 1.5 Å.
To assign a single "stability score" to a fragment, we combined WQB
values of individual hydrogen bond by taking:
• the maximum of all WQB values (DUck_max),
• the minimum of all WQB values (DUck_min),
• the average of all WQB values (DUck_ave),
• the sum of all WQB values (DUck_sum).
We compared our results to the selection made based on a docking score
of rDock and a random choice. Two WQB combinations outperform docking,

4.2 Binding Mode Prediction
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Fig. 4.3 Success rate for binding mode prediction of fragments (top) and
drug-like molecules (bottom). On the left, plots representing success rate as
a function of the RMSD cut-off between generated binding mode and the
reference. On the right, barplots representing success rate at 1.5 Åand/or 2 Å,
based on the plot on the left.
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with success rates of 46.2% (1.5 Å) and 69.2% (2.0 Å) for DUck_ave and
50% (1.5 Å) and 69.2% (2.0 Å) for DUck_sum (Fig.4.3). The DUck_min
combination, on the other hand, performs worse than docking, with success
rates of 30.8% (1.5 Å) and 46.2% (2.0 Å).

4.2.2

Protein-Ligand Complexes

We followed up on previous results by predicting binding mode for drug-like
molecules, collected in Iridium dataset. The selection based on DUck yields
success rates with 2 Åcut-off of 55.8% for DUck_max, 66.2% for DUck_ave
and 66.2% for DUck_sum (Fig.4.3). This performance is similar to the fragments and much better than random selection (23.6%), but now the structural
stability score underperforms compared to rDock scoring function (75.3%).
We did not consider DUck_min in this case due to its poor performance for
the fragment data set.
Following the idea of structural anchors from the previous paper, we
decided to make a selection that would favour the best-anchored pose. The
hydrogen bonds were grouped based on distance, and as a stability score per
group, we considered a few simple and more complex combinations:
• the maximum of WQB values in the group (Gr_max),
• the average of WQB values in the group (Gr_ave),
• the sum of WQB values in the group (Gr_sum),
• the maximum of WQB values in the group multiplied by the number of
bonds in the group (Gr_max x HB),
• the minimum of WQB values in the group multiplied by the number of
bonds in the group (Gr_min x HB).
Then the combined stability score for a complex was set as the sum of
values for individual groups.

4.2 Binding Mode Prediction
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The success rate as a function of cut-off distance shows that grouping
approaches, mainly Gr_ave, Gr_max and Gr_min x HB, outperform wholemolecule scores (Fig.4.4). The optimal cut-off is in the 3 to 4 Årange, allowing
to group bonds into fragment-sized structural anchors (Fig.4.4, right panel).

Fig. 4.4 On the left, the success rate at 2 Åas a function of distance cut-off
used for different grouping approaches. On the right, fragmentation of the
ligand (PDBid: 1UKZ) for distance cut-off of 2, 3.5 and 7 Å. Atoms making
hydrogen bonds are highlighted in magenta.
Quite surprisingly for a method that only evaluates hydrogen bonds and
has a single fitted parameter (the cut-off distance), DUck with optimal group
scoring (DUck_group) has a success rate (76.6%) that is as good as docking,
which has multiple adjustable parameters optimized for this task (Fig.4.3).

4.2.3

DUck and Docking Complementarity

In the last stage, we identified the failed cases. Both rDock and DUck
had a similar number of failed predictions, with 14 for DUck and 15 for
rDock. Only two failures overlapped, which indicates that both methods are
complementary, rather than competitive.
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We noticed that for half of DUck’s failed cases (1dds, 1ezq, 1f0t, 1fcx,
1fcz, 1fm6, 1k1j) the prediction was correct for a part of the molecule. The
matching part corresponds to the structural anchor that was identified in the
first paper. The remaining part of the ligand causes high RMSD value. In
result, DUck predicted the binding mode of structural anchor in 66 cases,
increasing the success rate to 87.6%, in comparison to 81.8% for rDock.

Chapter 5
Discussion
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The previous chapter presents two papers that summarize the PhD project.
Here, we will focus on and expand some of the key concepts presented there.

The Role of Structural Stability in Molecular Design
As described in the introduction and objectives, we wanted to gain a better
understanding of structural stability and its role in molecular recognition. We
removed the initial knowledge-bias and simulated all hydrogen bond in the
structures. This approach revealed interesting insides about the order-disorder
balance in ligands and formation of structural anchors, that would otherwise
be missed.
It is important to note that the level of structural stability reported here
may be overestimated due to the composition of the data set, entirely derived
from X-ray crystallography, a technique that relies on order to solve structures.
We should also mention that the fraction of well-anchored fragments may
be different for fragments hits that fail to crystallize. The overlap between
X-ray crystallography and other biophysical screening methods can be rather
low.[123]
The extensive assessment of structural stability in protein-ligand complexes has shown that this property is ubiquitous in biomolecular systems.
However, not all of the complexes have robust hydrogen bonds. In these cases,
the stability can be provided by an accumulative effect of interactions other
than hydrogen bonds: water-mediated hydrogen bond, cation-π stacking, or a
unique arrangement of hydrophobic interactions (Fig.5.1a,b). Even though
some work has been done to adapt DUck to simulate other interactions (e.g.
water bridges), at this point, we are not able to reliably evaluate those cases.
On the other hand, the stability of the complex might not always be
desirable. Our understanding of its role in molecular recognition remains
limited. There are even cases where increased flexibility of the complex might
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benefit ligands function. In case of HIV reverse transcriptase, a multiplicity of
binding modes might be beneficial to preserve binding affinity when the target
is mutated, thus averting resistance.[124, 125] In fact, two complexes of HIV
reverse transcriptase that were present in Iridium dataset do not posses any
robust hydrogen bond, supporting our suspicion. This observation follows the
conclusion about a link between the stability of the complex and its function.
As discussed before, tight binding is observed for complexes where there is a
functional need, e.g. nuclear receptors and enzymes. To fully confirm this
conclusion, further investigation is needed.
a)

1F0S b)

2MCP c)

1JLA

Fig. 5.1 Structures of protein-ligand complexes that form potentially labile
structures. Weak hydrogen bonds are marked in green. a) A complex of
FXa with inhibitor RPR208707 (PDBid 1F0S; Ki = 18 nM) forms two direct,
but labile, HBs with the protein. An additional water-mediated HB with
the catalytic residues (yellow dotted lines) might provide structural stability.
b) An antibody that recognizes phosphocholine (PDBid 2MCP) forms two
charge-reinforced but labile HBs. A cation-π interaction (yellow dotted lines)
might provide structural stability. c) Reverse transcriptase inhibitor (PDBid
1JLA; IC50 = 6 nM) forms a single but labile HB with the protein.
An investigation of protein-fragment complexes provides another useful
insight for drug design. Their increased stability in comparison to drug-like
molecules suggests that despite their low binding affinity, most fragments
already have a well-defined binding mode. It serves as a foundation from
which it can be evolved into a bigger molecule with higher affinity. We
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also believe that a well-anchored fragment is more suitable as a starting
point in a drug discovery program. They are more likely to preserve their
binding mode, therefore behave more predictable while introducing chemical
modifications. Fragments can change their binding mode during evolution
into bigger molecules.[126] However, starting a drug discovery campaign with
a labile fragment can lead to unpredictable results of chemical modifications.
Now that we have a sense of why structural stability might be desired in
the complex, we can think of ways to modify it through molecular design. The
wide variety of simulated structures revealed potential strategies to increase
structural stability. The first strategy is through a tight network of hydrogen
bonds, that act cooperatively (Fig.5.3d). Whenever we break one of the bonds,
we need to break the whole network, which means that high WQB values
for individual hydrogen bonds are a cumulative effect of the whole network.
Another way to increase stability is through shielding from the solvent, thus
increasing the desolvation cost and the energy of a transition state. It is best
exemplified by the complex of blebbistatin with myosin II (PDBid 1YV3). A
single hydroxyl group forms two highly stable bonds (17.2, 24.4 kcal mol−1 )
(Fig.5.3c). An umbrella-like shape of the ligand efficiently protects the bonds
from the solvent.
Summing up, the structural stability of the complex can be modified
through molecular design. The desired effect will vary depending on the type
of receptor and function of the ligand.

The Origin of Structural Stability
In the first article, we tried to explain the origin of the free energy barrier
that causes structural stability. We speculate that it might be linked to binding kinetics, as larger ko f f values indicate higher transition state (if ∆Gbind
remains the same; Fig.5.3a). Another factor is thermodynamical stability (if
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Fig. 5.2 Binding free energy versus maximal WQB value. The plot is based
on a set of Iridium complexes with publicly available activity data. Binding
energy was calculated based on ∆G (blue), IC50 (green), Kd (red) or Ki
(purple) measurements.
kon remains the same; Fig.5.3b). However, most likely structural stability is a
combination of both options.
We found that anchoring sites often correspond to binding hot spots, and
in those cases, ∆Gbind must be a component of WQB . On the other hand, there
is no correlation between magnitudes (Fig.5.2). Therefore, we concluded that
a transitory dissociation penalty dominates structural stability. Such penalty
originates in physical decoupling between HB rupture and resolvation.[25]
Both explanations find support in the examples sourced from simulated sets
(Fig.5.3c,d).

Expanding the Applicability Domain of Structural
Stability
In the second article, we explored the applicability of Dynamic Undocking in
a new scenario - binding mode prediction. We have shown that it can perform
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Fig. 5.3 Ways of achieving structural robustness. a) Idealized representation of
two dissociation pathways for complexes with the same ∆Gbind and different
desolvation costs. b) Likewise, for three complexes with the same desolvation
cost but different ∆Gbind . c) Example of a complex with high dissociation
cost due to extreme water-shielding. d) Example of a complex with high
dissociation cost due to a tight network of multiple HBs.
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as well as docking scoring functions for drug-like ligands. In the challenging
cases of fragments, where inaccuracies of scoring functions are amplified due
to their small size, DUck outperforms docking.
To make a fair comparison, we need to point out that DUck, being based
on MD, is much more computationally demanding than docking. Docking
of a single ligand takes a few seconds on a CPU. It takes DUck around 73
GPU hours to perform a similar task. It is a significant difference that affects
the throughput of the method. However, DUck is not meant to compete
with docking. As mentioned before, structural stability is fundamentally
different from binding free energy. Therefore, DUck complements docking by
providing new information about the system. It is merely another perspective
on biological complexes.
The concept is still very fresh and we do not know all its limitations.
For example, it fails for complexes that do not form any robust hydrogen
bond. Even though the proportion of such cases is relatively low ( 10%), we
plan to adapt the method to other interaction types, such as water-mediated
hydrogen bonds, cation-pi or halogen bonds. The same problem occurs
at the substructure level: our approach can predict very well the binding
mode of the anchor but is clueless about other parts of the ligand. Better
integration with existing docking software should ensure that DUck is applied
judiciously, taking the best from each method. We also plan to reduce the
computational cost by optimizing of the protocol (e.g. longer integration
steps with atom-mass repartitioning, shorter simulations, next-generation
hardware), and developing an empirical scoring function (e.g. based on
machine learning) to predict WQB .

Chapter 6
Conclusions
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Global Conclusions
• We have broadened our knowledge about Hydrogen Bond-based Structural Stability, and we have shown that it is a ubiquitous property in
protein-ligand complexes. The design of a ligand can modulate it.
• We speculate that deep and narrow minima, responsible for structural
stability if molecules, are highly influenced by desolvation cost, binding
free energy and cooperativity of interactions.
• We have expanded the applicability domain of structural stability and
shown that it can be used alongside docking in binding mode prediction.

Specific conclusions
• Even though Hydrogen Bond-based Structural, it is not strictly necessary. There are potent complexes that lack structural stability. In some
of these cases, stability can be provided by other interactions, and in
other increased flexibility can be desirable.
• Fragments are more static than drug-like molecules.
• The comparison with x-ray B-factors has shown that atoms forming
robust hydrogen bonds are in more ordered parts of the complex.
• Binding behaviour is dictated by a type of receptor. Highly stable
complexes are observed when order is essential for the function of a
protein.
• Most of the complexes combine fragment-sized structural anchor with
a looser region, thus balancing order with disorder.
• Selecting ligands based on their structural stability outperforms docking
scoring functions for fragments.
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Conclusions
• Dynamic Undocking has comparable performance to rDock’s scoring
function at docking drug-like molecules.
• Docking and Dynamic Undocking are complementary to each other
and can be successfully applied in drug design.
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Chapter 11
Dynamic Undocking: A Novel Method for Structure-Based
Drug Discovery
Maciej Majewski, Sergio Ruiz-Carmona, and Xavier Barril
Abstract
Computer-aided methods have been broadly used in pharmaceutical research to identify potential ligands
and design effective therapeutics. Most of the approaches rely on the binding affinity prediction and
approximate thermodynamic properties of the system. Our alternative approach focuses on structural
stability, provided by native protein–ligand interactions, in particular hydrogen bonds. Based on this idea,
we designed new fast computational method, called dynamic undocking (DUck), that evaluates stability by
calculating the work necessary to break the most important native contact in a ligand-receptor complex.
This property is effective in distinguishing true ligands from decoys and is orthogonal to currently existing
docking methods, thus making it exceptionally useful in virtual screening. Here, we present a protocol
suitable for DUck’s application in drug design strategy, as well as notes that will help to solve common
problems addressed by users.
Key words Drug discovery, Molecular docking, Molecular dynamics, Structure-based drug design,
Virtual screening, Hydrogen bonds, Structural stability

1

Introduction
There is a continuous need for new methods that increase the
efficacy and efficiency of rational drug design. Structure-based
approaches aim to predict the binding free energy of protein–ligand
complexes, but this is an elusive property that is extremely difficult
to calculate in a rigorous manner. As a result, commonly used tools
apply various layers of approximations, and the resulting estimates
carry a large, and often unknown, absolute error. Recently, we have
postulated that protein–ligand complexes could be evaluated, not
only by their binding free energy but also by their ability to form a
precise and stable binding mode. Structural stability is relatively
easy to compute, as one can start with the bound state, introduce
minor perturbations, and measure the resistance that the system
opposes to that change.

Thomas Mavromoustakos and Tahsin F. Kellici (eds.), Rational Drug Design: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology,
vol. 1824, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-8630-9_11, © Springer Science+Business Media, LLC, part of Springer Nature 2018
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In this book chapter, we describe a particular computational
approach, termed dynamic undocking (DUck) [1], that we have
implemented to assess the robustness of protein–ligand interactions. DUck is fast and automatic and, thus, amenable to highthroughput applications. The method is very effective in distinguishing active from inactive compounds and is virtually free from
false negatives. At the same time, it is orthogonal to existing
approaches as they focus on fundamentally different properties. In
this introduction, we will present the conceptual basis for DUck
and summarize the most important results validating the method.
Then we will present and discuss all the methodological details
involved in the practical application of DUck.
1.1 Structural
Stability and Binding

In target-based drug design, KD is the parameter that defines
efficacy. The thermodynamic equilibrium constant (or other parameters that are easier to determine experimentally—IC50, AC50,
KI—and are used as proxy) informs about the potency of a ligand
for its macromolecular target and is the main parameter under
optimization. Not surprisingly, structure-based drug design has
always focused on predicting KD (or mathematical transformations
of the same, such as ΔGBIND) in order to guide and accelerate the
discovery of new bioactive molecules. Inevitably, this involves a
comparison of the bound (protein–ligand complex in solution)
and unbound states (independently solvated entities). These states
are difficult to characterize, and their comparison leads to an accumulation of errors. In spite of the economic and intellectual incentives in solving this problem, accurate solutions are—at best—
impractical, and common methods offer very qualitative
estimates [2].
We propose to consider a different property of protein–ligand
complexes, which is not related to a thermodynamic constant but
appears to be ubiquitous. Most protein–ligand complexes are structurally robust (i.e., they have a single binding site that is preserved
under dynamic conditions). This implies that active ligands—irrespective of their ΔGBIND—must present a deep and narrow free
energy minimum around the bound state (Fig. 1). As this is a local
magnitude, it would be relatively straightforward to predict, simply
starting from the bound state and measuring the resistance that the
ligand opposes to small perturbations. Note, however, that
(1) structural stability is not an essential condition for binding
(consider, i.e., the case of a lipid inside a bilayer), but—empirically—most protein–ligand complexes form robust complexes, and
(2) a priori, structural stability should not correlate with any thermodynamic constant (KD, koff).

1.2 Hydrogen Bonds
as Structural Anchors

The calculation of structural stability could be realized in many
different ways. Here we postulate that hydrogen bonds are
privileged anchoring motifs and decide to monitor specifically this
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Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the quasi-bound state (green lines and circle)
in relation to bound and unbound states

type of interactions. The choice is based on the fact that hydrogen
bonds have very strict geometric requirements (maximal fluctuation ~0.5 Å). Additionally, we have observed that protein–ligand
complexes can form water-shielded hydrogen bonds, which create
steep barriers to dissociation [3]. Hydrogen bonds are an essential
feature of most protein–ligand complexes, including fragmentsized ligands [4], and most well-studied binding sites present a
polar interaction point that is fulfilled by all known ligands. In the
initial implementation of the method, we have decided to consider
only the single most important hydrogen bond, as defined by a
pharmacophore analysis of known ligands. In the future, we will
investigate the use of multiple hydrogen bonds and also other types
of molecular interactions. The designated hydrogen bond is then
pulled from 2.5 Å to 5.0 Å, which covers the whole range from a
very strong hydrogen bond to a water-mediated interaction. In
order to exclude effects that are unrelated to the hydrogen bond
under investigation, we use a small portion of the receptor. The
judicious definition of this subsystem is essential, as it must preserve
the local environment that modulates the rupture of the hydrogen
bond while removing interactions that may preclude displacement
by unrelated mechanisms (e.g., steric blockage). Simulating only a
subset of the system offers the additional advantages of simplifying
the dissociation pathway and speeding up the calculations, which
scale linearly with the number of particles. Having defined the
system and the scope of the simulation, we have designed a computational protocol to realize it.
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Fig. 2 Representative work profiles obtained from DUck simulations for a strong
(black) and a weak (gray) ligand. The QB state is defined as the point with the
highest energy relative to the ideal hydrogen-bond geometry
1.3 Dynamic
Undocking and the
Quasi-Bound State

Dynamic undocking per se is a particular type of steered molecular
dynamics (SMD) simulation, where we force the rupture of an
intermolecular hydrogen bond formed between a predefined interaction point in the receptor and a complementary atom in the
ligand. The distance between the said two atoms is the reaction
coordinate, and steering is carried out at constant velocity, monitoring the force (and thus the work) needed to proceed at each
point along the reaction coordinate. Then, we define the quasibound state as the point where work reaches a maximum (Fig. 2).
The work needed to reach the quasi-bound state (WQB) is used as a
measure of structural stability. If our hypothesis is correct, potent
ligands must present relatively large WQB values, while weak ligands
or inactive molecules should oppose little resistance to dissociation.
Initial experiments were devised to test the hypothesis and to
identify a relationship between WQB and binding that could be
used in virtual screening applications.

1.4 Hypothesis
Validation

Figure 3 shows the distribution of WQB values observed for a set [5]
of strong CDK2 binders (IC50 < 1 μM), weak CDK2 binders
(IC50 > 1 μM), and decoys (i.e., molecules that have similar properties and can dock to CDK2 but have no reported activity against
this protein). Strikingly, all strong binders present high WQB
(>5 kcal/mol) values, while the vast majority of decoys present
no or very low WQB values (<3 kcal/mol). Weak binders present
larger dispersion on the low end of the distribution but must also
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WQB (kcal/mol)

Fig. 3 Distribution of WQB values of potent CDK2 ligands (IC50 < 1 μM, dark
gray), weak CDK2 ligands (IC50 > 1 μM, light gray), and non-binding decoys
(black). Points indicate population values from which the smooth lines are
extrapolated

offer strong resistance to dissociation. This result is a strong indication that, as we hypothesized, true ligands form hydrogen bonds
that make the protein–ligand complex structurally robust. It also
indicates that this property can be used to separate active compounds from inactive ones. In consequence WQB can be used in
virtual screening applications. This is shown in the ROC curves
plotted in Fig. 4. Here we considered one member of each of the
following protein families: kinases (CDK2), GPCRs (adenosine
A2A receptor), and proteases (trypsin). As shown, a selection
based on this metric produces a clear enrichment in true active
compounds (curves well above the diagonal). It is important to
appreciate that WQB offers a completely new, yet complementary,
perspective on binding. While existing methods, such as docking
score, try to capture the overall complementarity between two
molecules in their bound state, DUck evaluates the resistance that
a particular interaction opposes to geometrical perturbation. It is
not surprising then that both parameters are uncorrelated (Fig. 5).
Using both methods together increases the effectiveness of virtual
screening over each individual method. DUck has also proven its
worth in prospective validation, confirming that it can multiply the
efficacy of docking-based virtual screening by detecting many of the
false positives that this method produces, without introducing any
false negatives [1].
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In the following sections, you will find a detailed explanation
about how to prepare and run dynamic undocking. A step-by-step
guide will walk you through the whole process, and a final section
of “Notes” will help you in case any issues or errors arise.

2

Materials
1. Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) [6]. Download
MOE (versions 2015, 2016, and above). License is required.
Open MOE installer, and follow the instructions.
2. Molecular dynamics package (AMBER) [7]. Download Amber
and AmberTools (version 16) from their website (http://
ambermd.org/), and follow the installation instructions for
your platform. AmberTools is free, but you will need a license
for running Amber. Make sure AmberTools is installed locally
and their binaries are visible (adapt $PATH variable if needed)
so MOE can run them.
3. PyMOL [8]. Download the PyMOL molecular viewer at
http://www.pymol.org/. Click on “Download.” On the next
page, fill out the information according to your status. Follow
the instructions to download and install PyMOL.
4. R [9]. Download R software from https://cran.r-project.org/
for your platform. Follow the instructions, and make sure that
R and Rscript binaries are visible during production stage.
5. DUck scripts. Download the public DUck scripts from https://
github.com/CBDD/duck. Make sure $MOE_SVL_LOAD
variable is declared and pointing to the DUck scripts directory
(MOE2015). Make sure all scripts are located in $HOME/
moefiles/svl directory (MOE2016 and newer).
6. Hardware: a computer workstation with Linux or MAC OS for
DUck preparations; a computational cluster with Linux-based
OS for parallelization, and GPUs for MD simulations (DUck is
compatible with SGE and SLURM queuing systems).

3

Methods

3.1 Dynamic
Undocking

Dynamic undocking is a particular type of molecular dynamics
(MD). As such, the system must get parameters from an existing
molecular mechanics force field (protein) or must be parameterized
according to a compatible protocol (ligands). The protein–ligand
complex must also be solvated and treated as a periodic system.
Ultimately, running the dynamic undocking is just a matter of
creating certain files that contain the parameters describing the
system (topology file); the initial atomic positions (coordinate
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files); the parameters that control execution of the MD software
(input files); and, finally, the sequence of commands that establish
how, where, and in which order the various simulations and analysis
scripts will be executed (execution files). Preparation of these files
could be done in different ways, and the expert user may choose to
adopt their own protocols. Equally, most MD software packages
have the capability of running steered MD and could be used to
carry out DUck. However, here we will describe the current protocols developed in our group. They have the advantage of being
automatic and computationally efficient, but they rely on commercial software (MOE and AMBER). We are currently working to
provide an open-source solution, which will follow a similar workflow to the one described herein.
3.2 Ligand
Preparation

For running the dynamic undocking, we first need a collection of
small molecules, or ligands, which will be subjected to the simulation. In order to correctly create this collection, the following steps
should be carried out:
1. Starting from a file with all ligand structures (we use the MDL
SD file format (sdf)), open it with MOE, and save it as an mdb
(molecular database) file. The structure of the ligands should
already be in the binding site, either from a crystallographic
structure or from a binding mode predicted by docking (see
Note 1).
2. All the ligands must have a well-defined protonation and tautomeric state, as parameterization and DUck simulations will
use the ligands as provided by the user (see Note 2). Also,
hydrogen atoms must be explicit for all molecules: to add
them to all the ligands with MOE, click on Compute > Molecule > Wash. Unmark all the options, and set the Hydrogens
value to Add Explicit, and name the destination field “mol” (see
Note 3).

3.3 Identification of
H-Bond

Dynamic undocking relies on the presence of a key interaction,
specifically a hydrogen bond, which is considered fundamental for
binding. Almost all protein–ligand complexes form at least one
hydrogen bond. On the other hand, most systems form more than
one hydrogen bond, and each of them could potentially be used as
the key interaction point for DUck simulations. In practice, we use a
single hydrogen bond formed between the ligand and a particular
atom on the protein side. Depending on the existing data, different
approaches can be used in order to identify the key interaction.

3.3.1 Case A: Multiple
Protein–Ligand Complexes
Are Known

1. Align the protein structures to obtain a 3D superimposition of
the ligands. Then a pharmacophore can be elucidated. There
are plenty of options (free and licensed software such as Maestro [10] or MOE) that allow the user to identify a
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Fig. 6 An example of a complex with a single key interaction

pharmacophore for a specific protein from a given set of known
binders (and non-binders).
2. From this pharmacophore identification, hydrogen bonds are
detected and applied for DUck simulations, as detailed in
Subheading 3.5.
3. The cases where only 1 hydrogen bond is identified, DUck will
only be run for this key interaction (Fig. 6). On the other hand,
there might be protein–ligand complexes with more than one
hydrogen bond (Fig. 7). In this case, if there is not any additional information to identify which of these hydrogen bonds
should be selected, independent DUck simulations for each of
these interactions should be carried out (see Note 4).
3.3.2 Case B: Novel
Binding Sites

If a pharmacophore definition can’t be obtained due to a lack of
known protein–ligand complexes, other approaches should be followed in order to identify possible key interaction points:
1. The structure can provide valuable hints, as the interaction will
usually occupy a central position in the binding site. Further,
the polar group in the protein will likely display the characteristics of an almost buried polar atom (low SASA, convex local
surface curvature) and generally corresponds to a low
mobility area.
2. Empirical data, especially the effect of point mutations on
substrate recognition, may also be useful. On enzymes, the
residues that are important for ligand recognition are often
the ones that define the most important interaction with the
inhibitors.
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Fig. 7 An example of a complex with multiple hydrogen bonds

3. Computational methods that identify binding hot spots can be
used to select a candidate interaction point. We find MDmix
(MD simulations with mixed cosolvents) very useful to prioritize interaction points based on the relative strength of their
binding hot spots. Other methods exist, but it’s out of the
scope of this book chapter to list or compare the alternatives,
so we recommend the user to look to the bibliography for more
details on the technique [11, 12].
3.4

Chunk Creation

One of the most important steps in system preparation is chunk
selection. “Chunk” is a minimal subset of residues that preserve the
local environment around the key hydrogen bond (Fig. 8).
Selection of residues is essential for the accurate result of
dynamic undocking; thus very careful visual inspection is required
(see Note 5). Excess residues will slow down calculation and can
potentially block the ligand from leaving the pocket, resulting in
very high WQB values that do not reflect the strength of the hydrogen bond. An incomplete structure will result in artificially high
solvent exposure, which will render the hydrogen bond more labile
and cause to underestimate WQB value. The following steps
describe chunk preparation process:
1. If dynamic undocking was preceded by docking, it is best to use
the same protonated structure. In any other case, e.g., X-ray
structure, the protein structure must be prepared by protonation with a standard protocol implemented in MOE software
or other protonation methods. Essential water molecules for
complex stability must be identified and preserved in the
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Fig. 8 Chunk of protein, constructed from pocket residues, compared to whole
protein structure

structure (see Note 6). The rest of water molecules, ions, and
other ligands must be removed from the system.
2. Initially, chunk is created by selecting residues within 6 Å of the
atom of reference. To complete the base selection further,
visual inspection is needed. Additional residues must be
added, based on following rules:
(a) Residues important for protein–ligand interaction.
(b) Residues blocking the channels in the structure, preventing solvent molecules from accessing the key H-bond
through holes created when carving the chunk out of
the protein matrix.
(c) Residues connecting parts of the chunk, if sequence gap
between two selected parts of the protein is less than three
residues.
(d) Preserve interstitial water molecules that may be essential
for complex stability.
3. Unselected residues are eliminated. Typically, this causes polypeptide chains to split into separate chains. To prevent charged
ends and unnatural electrostatic forces, chains must be capped
with acetyl and N-methyl groups.
4. Final structure has to be saved in MOE format, with names of
residues adjusted to AMBER force field (see Note 7).
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3.5 Simulation
Preparation

In this step that has to be run in MOE, the system and simulation
parameter files are generated automatically by a MOE SVL script.
Before proceeding further, make sure that the MOE format file
with the prepared chunk and the mdb file with ligand/poses library
are located in the same directory.
1. First, the chunk structure has to be opened in MOE, and the
atom defining the key protein–ligand hydrogen bond has to be
selected.
2. The duck.svl script must be loaded in MOE (from
$MOE_SVL_LOAD directory in MOE2015 and previous versions, for newer versions see details in Note 8). It opens a
window with parameters for the simulation (Fig. 9).
(a) “load additional params”—field is useful in cases of structures of ligands with metal ions (Zn2+, Ca2+, or Mn2+),
since the force field parameters for metal ions are not
included in the standard force field.
(b) The other variable is a queue system that will be used for
the simulation, either SGE or SLURM. However, it is also
possible to run calculations on local UNIX. Appropriate *.
sh files are created when the box is marked.

Fig. 9 Duck.svl graphical window in MOE
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(c) In the next section, MD parameters can be modified:
l

“Equilibration Length” (default 1 ns).

l

“MD chunk length” (default 0.5 ns)—length of free
MD between consecutive SMD simulations in order
to generate different starting points for SMD.

(d) In the next section, SMD parameters can be modified:
l

“SMD length” (default 0.5 ns)—length of each
SMD step.

l

“SMD displacement” (default 2.5 Å)—the distance
that the ligand is going to be displaced, starting at
the distance of 2.5 Å from reference atom in ligand,
finishing at 5 Å by default.

l

“Force constant” (default 50 kcal/mol Å2)—force
constant of the spring that is pulling the ligand out
of the pocket.

(e) In the “Early termination definition” section, following
actions can be done:
l

“WQB threshold” (default 6 kcal/mol)—establishes
threshold of work value, below which calculations
will be terminated. Optimal value depends on the
system and set of ligands. For most cases, the threshold 6 kcal/mol is sufficient. If, for your system,
known ligands bind with weak forces, a lower WQB
threshold may be necessary (see Note 9).

l

“Max DUck SMD runs” (default 50)—sets the maximum number of calculations (see Note 10).

(f) In the last section, the ligand database must be selected.
Ligands have to be in the binding site, as mentioned in
previous sections.
3. Executed script performs the following steps:
(a) Calculates AM1-BCC charges [13] for all the ligands (see
Note 11).
(b) Assigns Parm@Frosst [14], atom types, and nonbonded
parameters to the ligands.
(c) Identifies the atom of each ligand that makes the hydrogen bond with the protein’s reference atom (based on the
distance).
(d) Writes input and execution files to carry out the MD
simulations with AMBER.
(e) Calls AMBER’s tleap to generate valid topology and coordinate files for each individual receptor–ligand complex
(see Note 12).
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4. The script creates a series of files that will perform the dynamic
undocking, which can be later transferred to a server. For the
protein, AMBER force field 99SB is used. Each system is placed
in a cuboid box spanning at least 18 Å more than the furthest
atom in each direction. The box is then filled with TIP3P water
molecules to create periodic boundary conditions. When
needed, Na+ or Cl are added to force the neutrality of the
whole system. As an output, the duck.svl script creates series of
files:
(a) submit_duck_smd_gpu.csh – calls *.q files in subdirectories and submits SMDs to the queue system.
(b) getWqbValues.R – R script that calculates the value of
WQB. More details are given in “Result Analysis” section.
(c) The rest of the files are collected in LIG_target_* folders,
separated for every ligand:
l
duck_template_gpu.q
and
duck_template_gpu_325K.q—submit the SMD to queue system.
l

equil.q, md*.q—equilibration file submits a job with
equilibration of the system to the server queue; the
md*q files submit jobs that perform the SMDs (both
in 300 K and 325 K), preceded by 0.5 ns of unbiased
molecular dynamics, to increase the sampling.

l

1_min.in, 2_eq.in, 3_eq_200.in, 3_eq_250.in,
3_eq_300.in, 4a_eq.in, 4b_eq.in—AMBER input
files for the equilibration stage.

l

md.in—AMBER input files containing the parameters
for the MD stage.

l

duck.in and duck_325K.in—AMBER input files with
parameters for the SMD stage at 300 K and 325 K,
respectively. The different temperature is simply used
to ensure that both SMDs follow different trajectories
even though they start from the same restart file.

l

dist_md.rst—file needed for MD simulations. It
includes the indexes of the atoms that form the
defined hydrogen bond and the parameters of
restraints applied to ligand during MD.

l

dist_duck.rst—file needed for SMD simulations. It
includes the indexes of the atoms that form the
defined hydrogen bond and the initial and final distance between key atom in the receptor and end of the
string that applies the force to the ligand during
the SMD.

l

lib/—directory that gathers the files with coordinates
and topology of the solvated system in the simulation
box that will be used as input for the simulation.
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Fig. 10 Scheme of the DUck workflow
3.6

Production Stage

In the production stage, a series of MD and SMD simulations using
AMBER are performed for every ligand in the library. All files
required for proper execution are generated in previous stage, and
they are located in LIG_target_* folders (Fig. 10).
The process is comprised by different parts:
1. First, the system is equilibrated in the following steps:
(a) Energy minimization for 1000 cycles.
(b) Assignment of random velocities at 100 K and gradual
warming to 300 K for 400 ps in the NVT ensemble.
(c) Equilibration of the system for 1 ns in the NPT ensemble
(1 atm, 300 K).
2. Equilibration stage produces:
(a) *.rst—restart files for the next step of calculations.
(b) *.out—standard AMBER output files.
(c) equil.q.e equil.q.o—files helping identifying process and
errors in the simulation.
3. Equilibration stage is followed by a series of MDs and SMDs
with conditions as follows:
(a) At all stages, harmonic restraints with a force constant of
1 kcal/mol Å2 are placed on all non-hydrogen atoms of
the receptor to prevent structural changes.
(b) Spontaneous rupture of the key hydrogen bond during
non-steered simulations is prevented with a gradual
restraint for distances beyond 3 Å (parabolic with
k ¼ 1 kcal/mol, Å2 between 3 Å and 4 Å, and linear
with k ¼ 10 kcal/mol Å2 beyond 4 Å).
(c) All equilibration and simulation steps were run using
Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency of
4 ps1, and the cutoff for nonbonded interactions was
set to 12 Å.
(d) Bonds involving hydrogen are constrained using SHAKE.
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4. The first step of SMD is executed in 300 K. The SMD lasts
500 ps, during which time the distance between the atoms
forming the key hydrogen bond is steered, by default, from
2.5 Å to 5.0 Å (this distance, however, can be changed in the
parameters, as explained in Subheading 3.5), with constant
velocity of 5 Å/ns and spring constant of 50 kcal/mol Å2.
Once the first SMD is completed, WQB is evaluated, which
can trigger the continuation of the process or stop the simulation altogether if WQB is lower than the predefined threshold.
Thus, running the first SMD only at one temperature saves
calculation time. Results of SMD are gathered in DUCK_*
folder:
(a) duck.dat—file with four columns (see Note 13):
l

Distance between reference atom in chunk and place
where the additional potential is applied.

l

Distance between key atom in chunk and equivalent
atom in ligand.

l

Value of force applied to ligand.

l

Value of work.

(b) duck_*.q.e duck_*.q.o—files that help the identifying
process and errors in the simulation.
5. The first step of MD follows the trajectory generated by equilibration stage in the previous step.
6. The MD stage produces:
(a) *.rst—restart files for the next step of calculations.
(b) *.out—standard AMBER output files.
(c) md.q.e md.q.o—files helping identifying process and
errors in the simulation.
7. The first MD triggers the first SMD in 325 K and two new
SMDs in both temperatures. The first SMD in higher temperature starts from the same restart file as the first SMD in 300 K
(step 4). The two subsequent SMDs follow the trajectory
generated by first MD and proceed at different temperatures
(300 K and 325 K) to ensure different trajectories.
8. To generate diverse starting points for SMD trajectories, we
perform 0.5 ns of unbiased MD simulation, and repeat the
process as many times as set in the SVL window (e.g.,
50 steps of unbiased MD simulations are needed to execute
100 SMD trajectories). Fifty is enough repetitions to satisfactory evaluate WQB value. To decrease time of calculation for
virtual screening, 5 SMDs runs are recommended.
(a) Before and after performing every DUck step, getWqbValues.R script calculates the WQB value, and if it is greater
than established threshold, md{n + 1}.q will be submitted.
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Jobs must be submitted to server queue manager.
(a) SLURM queue system:
l

$ sbatch equil.q.

(b) SGE queue system:
l
$ qsub equil.q.
Once the production stage is finished, the work necessary to reach
the quasi-bound state can be calculated:
1. In the simulation preparation stage, the script for calculating
the WQB is created and stored in the main folder of the DUck
project. To run it, enter the desired folder, and run it as Rscript
../getWqbValues.R that will return the WQB value on standard
output. It will read the output from all completed SMDs that
have finished, and return the lowest value of all WQB values
calculated for each replica.
2. To visualize the results, the same script can be called with the
flag “plot” that will generate a summary plot, “wqb_plot.png”
(Fig. 11), and a file, “wqb_final.txt,” with the calculated WQB
in the first and only line (8.29 for the example in Fig. 11).

6
4

Work (kcal/mol)

8

3. This script can be called at any time, so it might happen that
some SMD simulations are still running or they have finished
earlier than they should. These and other types of errors are
taken into account by the script. More details on how these
errors are managed are provided in Note 14.

2

Analysis
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3.0
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HB Distance (A)

Fig. 11 Example of summary plot of WQB obtained by running Rscript ../
getWqbValues.R plot
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Notes
1. Dynamic undocking needs a starting pose of the ligand in the
binding site. This starting pose can be obtained from a crystallographic structure, ideally, but also from binding mode prediction programs such as docking. In the latter case, the user
needs to be sure that the starting pose is representative of true
pose; otherwise dynamic undocking calculations might be
wrong.
2. Having the correct protonation and tautomeric states is something that has been widely discussed in the past years. For
docked poses, the different stereoisomers should be generated
prior to running docking, i.e., with programs like Schrödinger’s ligprep or Chemaxon suite. On the other hand, most of
the ligands that come from crystallographic structures of the
PDB are correct. However, some of them have incorrectly
assigned topologies, or the tautomeric state is not well defined.
Double checking the structure by digging in the publication
could avoid problems in the following stages.
3. After washing the molecules to add the explicit hydrogen
atoms, be sure that the field is called mol. Dynamic undocking
will use the “mol” field to prepare the simulations and parametrize the ligands. If no “mol” field is found, the first field with
“molecule” format will be used.
In order to avoid problems regarding this issue, it is strongly
recommended to change the field name of the unwashed molecule to “mol_unwashed,” for example, and then save the
washed molecules in a field named “mol.”
4. One common problem in the identification of the key hydrogen bond is the case where more than one hydrogen bond
could be selected. In ref. 1, there is a specific example addressing this issue: a ligand had three different hydrogen bonds,
and it turned out that the one used for the rest of the ligands in
the dataset was not the key interaction point for this ligand.
After running two more DUck simulations with the other
possibilities, the key interaction was identified. The suggested
approach when the user happens to be in such scenario is to run
independent runs for each of the possible hydrogen bonds and
select the one with higher WQB.
5. In case of multiple interaction points (hydrogen bonds) are
selected, individual chunks of protein must be created for
each key atom separately.
6. Water molecules can have a big influence on complex stability.
Some water molecules mediate interactions between ligand and
protein. It is worth inspecting the structure more closely and
preserving important water molecules. For example, in
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complexes of Hsp90, water molecules are crucial in mediating
interactions between protein and ligand.
7. If the structure of the chunk contains ASH residue, duck.svl
will crash during tleap system preparation stage. Crash is caused
by different namings of residues in MOE and AMBER. To fix
the problem, remove HD2 hydrogen from the structure, and
run duck.svl script on modified system.
8. Preparation process described in the chapter is adjusted to
MOE2015. In MOE2016, developer changed the way that
environmental variables are handled. In the new version of
MOE, copy the svl files /scripts and /tleap to the $HOME/
moefiles/svl directory, and run svl as described in the chapter.
9. If structures of protein with ligands are available, the best way
to estimate WQB threshold value is to run DUck for the known
complexes. Use exhaustive sampling (20–50 SMDs).
10. 50 SMD runs are recommended for precise estimation of WQB
value. For accurate estimation, 20 runs is enough. For virtual
screening purposes, 5–7 runs with threshold-based early termination are recommended.
11. SVL script might crash during calculation of AM1-BCC
charges for the ligand. If so, the script will not create systems
for invalid ligands, leaving a gap in LIG_target_* folders numbering. The easiest way to avoid the problem is calculating
partial charges in MOE. Load *.mdb file with ligand/pose
library, and calculate partial charges (Compute > Molecule > Partial charges. . .) with “AM1-BCC” selected in the
“Method” field. If charges are calculated for all of ligands
without problem, SVL script should run smoothly. Otherwise,
discard or fix the problematic ligands. Sometimes crash is
caused by the initial 3D geometry (e.g., internal clash), and
slight changes of atomic positions (e.g., bond rotation) can fix
the issue.
12. Another problem with system preparation might be caused by
tleap. In case system cannot be created, the following error will
be displayed:
Error, tleap did not manage to build the system.
There might be a couple of reasons for such error:
(a) tleap cannot be run from the terminal. Make sure that
AmberTools is properly installed and can be executed in
the terminal. Loading appropriate module might be
necessary.
(b) If the chunk contains ASH residue. For solution look at
Note 7.
(c) Wrong force field file pointed in SVL script. For new
version of AmberTools (16), FF file is named leaprc.
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ff99Bild; however for older versions, this file may be in
oldFF directory. In this case to fix the error, editing duck.
svl script is required.
$ sed ‘s/leaprc\.ff99Bild/oldFF\/leaprc\.ff99Bild/’ duck.svl
> tmp.
$ mv tmp duck.svl
13. Checking duck.dat is the best way to ensure that the step of the
simulation is completed. With the default parameters, this file
should be exactly 5000 lines long. If something went wrong
during the simulation, e.g., the server crashed, for some of the
ligands, this file will be shorter.
14. The script to calculate the WQB can be run at any point of the
DUck simulation. This can lead to error where some SMD
simulations are not over or have been abruptly terminated,
which is of particular importance when the script is used to
decide whether more steps of MD + SMD simulations need to
be carried or not.
A correctly finished SMD simulation will have a duck.dat file
similar to:
2.50000

2.92018

42.01769

0.00000

2.50050

2.78965

28.91455

0.01097

2.50100

2.55078

4.97794

0.02026

2.50150

2.71974

21.82384

0.02933

2.50200

2.63421

13.22120

0.03907

[. . .]
4.99700

5.02624

2.92401

0.30579

4.99750

5.09999

10.24863

0.30125

4.99800

4.98177

1.62251

0.30058

4.99850

5.00014

0.16448

0.29868

4.99900

5.06074

6.17372

0.29649

4.99950

5.04282

4.33195

0.29338

where 2.5 and 5.0 are the defined starting and final point of the
hydrogen bond distance. The script will check that the final line is
actually the defined final point (0.001 A); otherwise it will return
a WQB of 100.
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